Beren Campus Haggadah
By Students for Students

ZEIPWCV MIYP ZEKFA

In the merit of the righteous women we
were redeemed

Dear fellow students,
We find ourselves amidst the juxtaposition of Purim and Pesach, between two drastically different stories of
the Jewish nation traveling from threats of annihilation to an ultimate redemption.While each narrative tells
of vastly different characters I cannot help but notice a common theme running between the two - that of the
unsung hero.
Purim is the story of Queen Esther who, with the help of Mordechai, defeats the evil Haman in the face of King
Acheshverosh. Noticing that G-d’s name is not written once in the Megillah itself, this holiday is often known
as the one of ‘hidden miracles’. Though G-d’s name is not present in the text, if you look deeply, G-d’s hand can
be spotted everywhere.
Similarly, upon reading through the Pesach Haggadah I came to notice Moshe's name is rarely mentioned.
Even though the stories of Pesach are known as ‘revealed miracles’- opposite of Purim’s hidden miracles - the
parallel of unsung heroes exists in the text here too - this time, Moshe.
This idea of unsung heroes is quite powerful. G-d’s name is not written once in the Megillah, yet we understand
how G-d is orchestrating backstage. So too even if Moshe is hardly written in the Pesach Haggadah he is one
of the most, if not the most, known Jewish leader of all time. Perhaps this time period between Purim and
Pesach is a reminder to us that not all heroes are outwardly visible. Sometimes, heroes are the people who work
behind the scenes enabling a community to thrive.
My year as TAC President has taught me that YU is full of unsung heroes. This Haggadah, 100% created by the
students for the students, is in honor of you - the unsung hero of YU. Maybe you are the RAs and GAs who
truly step up everyday, and especially during last month’s school closure. Perhaps you are a student council
representative, working tirelessly to ensure all club activity and campus-wide events are occurring daily. Heroes
are the food services employees and security guards, those who warmly greet us every morning and seek our
well being every night. Heroes are the medical professionals who especially last month put their lives at risk
for the safety of ours. Heroes are the friends who stand up for each other in the face of adversity, those who
band together to stand for higher moral causes and who hold us accountable for wrong-doing. Heroes are the
friends who check in on you during a really bad day, and those who celebrate your every success. They are
the people who work behind the scenes to sustain our diverse community and hold it to its highest standards.
Heroes are the people who never forget that kindness matters, and small actions go a long way. No matter what
role you hold as a member of the Beren Campus, your contribution is significant.
On a holiday that we celebrate revealed miracles, this Haggadah is dedicated to the unsung heroes. May we
seek them out, may we thank them, may we be them.
Chag Sameach,
Bella Adler, Torah Activities Council (TAC) President
Dedication:
May the learning from this Haggadah be in the zchut (merit) of all those afflicted by the Coronavirus outbreak
of 2020.
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Kadesh: The Epitome of Jewish Pride
Sara Schatz
Stern College for Women
May 2020
Major: Judaic Studies (concentration in Talmud and Bible), Minor: Education
Israel Club, Blood Drive Committee, Human Rights Club, YU Observer, SEC

We begin the seder as we would begin any Shabbat or Yom Tov meal: by making a blessing on
wine. However, this cup of wine is more profound than simply sanctifying the meal, which we
will be eating only after drinking a second cup of wine at the end of Maggid. The reason for
blessing the first cup of wine, cited in Pesachim (109b, 117b), is that this mitzvah derabanan
(rabbinic law) was instituted in order to “symbolize freedom”.
Yet if one were to look further in the Haggadah, this doesn’t make sense thematically.
Following Kadesh comes U’rchatz and Karpas, the washing and dipping of a vegetable in salt
water, which most Rishonim conclude represents the bitterness we faced in Egypt. We then go
to Yachatz, where we intentionally take the smaller piece to recite “Ha Lachma Anya” (“This
is the Bread of the Poor”) over immediately afterwards. Through Maggid, our discussion on
redemption isn’t found till paragraphs later.
Why, then, do we start the Seder with a symbol of freedom?
The answer lies in the beautiful imagery of our Amoraim. In the Talmud Yerushalmi (10:1),
Rav Huna expounds on the Bavli’s statement that the four cups symbolize freedom by sourcing
G-d’s conversation with Bnei Yisrael in Shemot 6:6-7: “I will bring you out ... I will deliver
you ...I will redeem you ... I will take you.”
However, in Bereshit Rabbah 88:5, Rav Shmuel bar Nachman1 cites a different pasuk from
Bereshit, where the Sar HaMashkim (butler) relays his strange dream to Yosef while in jail
(40:11):
“Pharaoh’s cup was in my hand, and I took the grapes, pressed them into Pharaoh’s cup, and
placed the cup in Pharaoh’s hand.”
Yosef’s interpretation in pasuk 13 is the fourth cup:
“In three days Pharaoh will pardon you and restore you to your post; you will place Pharaoh’s
cup in his hand…”
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According the Rav Shmuel bar Nachman, Yosef is the paradigm of ultimate redemption. In a
sense, Yosef was a slave to his exiled country. Yosef faced a variety of events in Egypt. Though
he has rough beginnings, he eventually becomes second in command to the king, with more
power and success than he could ever imagine.
Despite this, Yosef does not forget where he came from. It is unclear what Yosef’s thoughts
were about his personal galut, but the pesukim reiterate over and over that he most definitely
did not lose his faith in G-d. In the following perek, when Pharoah automatically acknowledges
his dream-interpretation prowess, Yosef simply responds, “Not I! God will see to Pharaoh’s
welfare.” (41:16). Even after he becomes a prosperous king, he names his son Ephraim, stating,
“God has made me fertile in the land of my affliction.” And at the very end of his life, he has
one request: to ensure his bones leave Egypt with the rest of his people.
In his profound book, Out of the Depths,2 Rav Yisrael Meir Lau, former Chief Rabbi of Israel
and Holocaust survivor, notes that during the Yom Kippur War, he would visit wounded
soldiers in Ichilov Hospital in Tel Aviv. A young, irreligious soldier named Yehuda in the
ophthalmology ward asked to see him. Rav Lau hurried over there, and the man quickly asked
him, “What time is it?” Rav Lau responded, “12pm.”
“If that is so,” he weakly uttered, “can I still put tefillin today?”
While on the battlefield, said Rav Lau, this chiloni man was encouraged to eat his meal in
a Sukkah, a mitzvah he hadn’t accomplished in years, by a few random Chabadniks. While
he was in the sukkah, an artillery hit the command car where he was previously eating. The
Chabadniks suggested that as a thanksgiving to G-d, he should start putting on tefillin everyday.
Unfortunately, days later, he suffered a spinal cord injury and was hospitalized. When he
opened up his eyes, he was disturbed that he had not kept his vow to the Chabadniks.
This is the mitzvah of the four cups. In our generation, we are not yet redeemed. We live in
exile, often comfortably, watching the years go by as we commence the seder with Kadesh
once more. Yet every year, we are commanded to celebrate as if we have left Egypt. We can’t
only implement that through retelling the story, but by finding our personal Jewish pride and
faith through making a blessing over a cup of wine, something we do so often, but which we
do differently tonight. That is how Yosef survived Egypt, and that is how Yehuda opened up
his eyes on Sukkot of 1973.
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Rav Kook writes in his Shemoneh Kvatzim (7:201):
People ask me, how will our generation merit geulah? It’s simple, our generation busies
themselves with the greatest mitzvah in the world: the mitzvah of redeeming the Jewish people.
How do we redeem the Jewish people? Simply by keeping the faith, and being proud of it. That
pride not only spreads to everyone around us, but Hashem as well.
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Urchatz
Talia Kupferman
Stern College for Women
May 2020
Major: Biology
Genetics Club President, YUNMUN Chair, JScreen Volunteer, Student Ambassador, Halachic Organ Donor Society Fellow

Urchatz is about defying the norm. We wash our hands, but not in preparation to eat bread,
rather for a different experience. To me, Urchatz, the second step of the seder events, is the first
to represent the idea of ‘going against the odds’. Truthfully, isn’t that what the Seder and the
entire Chag of Pesach is about?
We have been leading up to this moment with physical preparations and spiritual anticipation
from Rosh Chodesh Nissan in order to celebrate the inauguration of our nation. With this in
mind, wouldn’t we think that the first step of the seder, Kadesh, would discuss how and why
this night is different from all others? Although we add specific words and brachot for “Chag
Hamatzot” in Kiddush, the theme of Pesach is a normal component of our weekly brachot
in Kiddush on Shabbat through the words, “Zecher L’yetziat Mitzrayim”. Why is Kadesh not
exhibiting this idea of defying the norm? Kiddush, the first step of this grand seder night, does
not do anything “unusual” or different to commemorate this unnatural and exceptional chag,
other than sanctifying it. Therefore, we must go to the next step of the seder to search for some
aspects that may defy the norm. Urchatz is where we find answers.
The miracles of Pesach were about the unthinkable and unimaginable actually occurring. Not
only do we need to retell these miraculous events, but we are commanded to relive the Exodus
as well. We are forced to deviate from our expected norms and from our previous assumptions.
After sanctifying the day properly (in a usual Moed manner) our seder of anomalies begins.
The severity of our slavery in Egypt led the Jews to believe that God would never take them
out, that this was forever their norm. We feel this oppression and hardship through “Avadim
Hayinu” in Magid, as it describes how generations would have been stuck in this horrific
reality were it not for the hand of God. Yet, it is the last line of this paragraph that I would like
to relate to Urchatz: “”וְ כָל הַ מַ ְּרבֶ ּה לְ סַ ֵפּר בִ ּיצִ יאַ ת ִמצְ ַריִ ם ה ֲֵרי זֶה ְמשֻ ׁבָ ּח, “And anyone who adds in
telling the story of the exodus from Egypt, behold he is praiseworthy”. The retelling of our
story from the lowest of the low to a rising new nation is one that is essential to us as a people.
Not only are we obligated to live and retell, but it is meritorious to go above and beyond.
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Rav Jonathan Bailey, a teacher and mentor of mine from Midreshet Harova, describes Bnei
Yisrael’s mentality as the following, “The only way to truly achieve this intended goal was to
defy their preconceived notions and totally erase what they previously ‘thought’ they knew;
totally wipe the hard drive and start again, creating a pure, unblemished platform for the new
information and the Divine future this information ensured.”
Bnei Yisrael were following God on a path that they were blind to, and showed complete faith
in the path and in the leader. In Rabbi David Silber’s book, A Passover Haggadah: Go Forth
and Learn, he relates Moshe’s personal upbringing and leadership to Bnei Yisrael’s journey.
“...Moshe undergoes a personal odyssey that takes him from anonymous birth to distinguished
lineage;...from ‘heaviness of mouth and heaviness of speech’ to triumphant, exalted song”
(47).
As Urchatz is truly the first unusual step of our seder, this forces us to recognize and appreciate
the journey of the Chag’s story and of the seder itself. We view our national history as one
that was always filled with unknowns. We remember that our Guider shows us miracles in
the grand places and often in times where we must search to find that slight change. I have
personally felt moments in this past year where we found ourselves, as a nation, defying all
odds. For example, Israel launched their moon-rocket, Beresheet, on February 21, 2019. And
in the upcoming year, Israel’s population is expected to reach nine million.
We wash our hands in Urchatz without a bracha for no other purpose other than believing and
understanding that we are different and we are able to defy these norms. We need to wipe away
the idea of norms we previously had and make the changes we wish to see. We were freed
from slavery, and only now can we properly cleanse ourselves to prepare for the seder and the
journey of changes ahead.
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Urchatz
Alli Cohen
Stern College for Women
January 2021
Major: Biology
Genetics Club President, Ahavas Chessed, YUNMUN and Madricha 2019

According to the order of Leil HaSeder it seems that first we have to be M’Kadesh ourselves
through kiddush and then we purify ourselves through Urchatz. Why this order? In order to
fully be M’Kadesh ourselves wouldn’t it make more sense to first purify ourselves then we
can fully sanctify ourselves? Although the seder of the Seder seems backwards there are two
lessons to be noted from this counterintuity.
The first lesson that can be learned from this seemingly contradictory order of events is from
a mashal that was brought down by the Tferes Shmuel from Alexander. The Tferes Shmuel
explains that Bnei Yisrael leaving Mitzrayim and jumping into the Yam Suf was like a Yid
jumping into the Paltin Shel Melech, the palace of a king. One cannot just enter the palace of a
king, he must have permission first! However, if someone is on the run from a rodef, they are
allowed to jump into the palace uninvited. On Leil HaSeder just like the jews in the time of
Yitziat Miutzrayim, all of Klal Yisrael are entering the palace of the king seeking respite from
the rodef; the rodef in this case is not the Mitzrim but rather our old selves. On Leil Haseder
Klal Yisroel has the opportunity to elevate themselves.by jumping right into the Mitzvah of
Kadesh. This idea of Kadesh then Urchatz is representative of Bnei Yisrael jumping into the
potential of greatness.
The second reason for this order focuses on us reaching our individual potentials. In order
to reach our true greatness we have to know the ways of Hashem as best we can. In Sefer
Devarim 29:9 we are told that “Hashem will establish you as His Holy people, as He swore to
you, if you keep the commandments of the Lord your God and Walk in His ways. [b’Halachta
B’Drachav]” This is a conditional statement; if we keep torah and mitzvot, we will be
Hashem’s holy nation..If we “keep His Commandments’’ through Kadesh then we will be
“His Holy People,” and can consequently follow that sanctification with Urchatz, a cleansing
process. This principle of Halachta B’Dracahav teaches us that we can reach our potentials by
following the path set out for us by Hashem.
Furthermore, there are bounds to our knowledge of Hashem and His ways. The Maharal teaches
that Hashem created the world in a way that there is a lower order and a higher order of things.
11
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He explains that what we see according to our understanding of the order of the world isn’t
everything. The Maharal teaches that there’s even order to miracles, which are above nature.
Furthermore, the Shem MiShmuel explains that a person who is struggling sometimes can’t be
helped by the normal order of things. Similar to Kriyat Yam Suf, Hashem saw that Bnei Yisrael
couldn’t be helped by normal Teva; He saw the need for a miracle in order to save Klal Yisroel
from the Mitzrayim. Therefore, Kadesh’s purpose is to first “drive away the Mitzrayim,” by
initially being Mikadesh Shem Shamayim, then Urchatz is used to purify the Jewish people.
The order of Kadesh then Urchatz teaches us that we need to jump into mitzvot, follow the path
that Hashem has set for us and thus we can all reach our tremendous potentials.
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Karpas: Don't Forget to Eat Your Vegetables
Allie Matofsky
Stern College
May 2021
Jewish Education
Haircuts for Hope President, Israel Club President, So You Think Stern Can Dance Choreographer, START Science

Karpas is the third of the fifteen steps in the Pesach Seder. As the saying goes, “save the best
for last”. However, when discussing karpas, I do not believe this to be the case. There are many
great lessons to be learned from eating the karpas, as well as from the meaning of the word
itself. We learn that on Friday we are not supposed to eat a large meal too close to Shabbos
because it will ruin our appetite for the Friday night meal. So, why do we ruin our appetite and
eat the karpas before shulchan orech? According to chabad.org, we eat the karpas in order for
the children to ask questions. We may not always have the answers, but it is important to teach
the next generation to ask questions.
The literal definition of karpas means greens. However, there is a deeper meaning behind
the words. There is a concept in Judaism called gematria, where every letter represents a
number and that number can teach us something significant. However, according to Rabbi
Shraga Simmons, there is also an idea that each letter means a different word and each word
is important. The word karpas can be broken down into six parts. Ka (kaf) means “palm of
hand”, R (reish) means a poor person, Pa (peh) means “mouth”, and S (samech) means “to
support.” The larger lesson we can take away from eating the karpas is the following: there is
a concept on the holiday of Pesach that we should all keep our doors open in case someone
needs a place for the Pesach seder. The lesson to be taken from the Pesach story is that we
were all slaves in Egypt, yet we were taken out of slavery and were all present at Har Sinai to
hear the word of Hashem. May we use the karpas as a tool for hachnasat orchim and helping
the needy.
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Karpas: A Mitzvah of Children's Involvement
Sarah Berman
Stern College for Women
May 2022
Major: Judaic Studies and Biology (Neuroscience)
The Beit Midrash Committee, YUPAC, START

The gemara in Meseches Pesachim 114b explains the purpose of dipping karpas:
 תרי טיבולי למה לי כי היכי דליהוי היכירא לתינוקות- so that the children should notice.
In Hilchos Chametz U’matza, perek 8 halacha 2, the Rambam discusses karpas. He explains
that you take a vegetable, dip it in charoses, and eat a k’zayis (an olives worth). He also
specifies that everyone at the seder, not just the head of the household, must eat at least one
k’zayis of karpas. The Hagahos Maymoniyos finds this extremely puzzling. Why do we need
to eat a k’zayis? Isn’t the reason for karpas simply so that the children should ask? It should
be enough to have even a smaller amount. A k’zayis is the minimum amount established for
a mitzvas achilah, meaning, eating food is not considered a real “eating” to fulfill a mitzvah
unless it’s at least a k’zayis. Therefore, the Hagahos Maymoniyos concludes that this must be
a mistake in the text of the Rambam and that one need not eat a k’zayis of karpas.The Tur and
Shulchan Aruch (O”C 473:6) go one step further and pasken that one should be madayeik to
eat less than a k’zayis of karpas, presumably to avoid a question regarding a brocha achrona.
Assuming our text of the Rambam is correct, why would the Rambam require an entire k’zayis
for karpas if it’s simply a tool to pique the children’s interest? Rav Soloveitchik, in the haggada
“Siach HaGrid,” explains that when the chachamim instituted karpas, they created the mitzvah
to eat it, and thus, the required minimum amount is a k’zayis.
This explanation is supported by another rule that the Rambam records. He explains that we
must dip the karpas in charoses. He holds that maror, too, should be dipped in charoses.
Strangely, the Rambam also holds that we must dip matza in charoses. Why do we need to dip
matza in charoses? The Rav explains that the Rambam requires all mitzvos of achilah on the
seder night to be dipped in charoses. And, just as matza and maror are mitzvos of achilah on
the seder night, so is karpas.
While many have the practice to eat less than a k’zayis of karpas, lest we run into an issue of
brocha achrona, some hold like the Rambam (including the Bach and the Gra, as well as the
Chazon Ish, Rav Soloveichik, and Rav Aharon Lichtenstein) and eat a least a k’zayis of karpas.
16
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Regardless of the psak one follows, the seriousness in which the Rambam regards karpas
is extremely telling of the nature of its significance. Karpas was instituted as a mechanism
through which the children become involved as key members of the seder. According to the
Rambam, involvement of the children manifests itself in the form of a mitzvah, which is just
as serious as matzah and maror. Rabbi Daniel Stein explains that the Rambam’s opinion shows
that the children’s part in the seder is essential. It is not simply a nice “idea” to “get the children
to ask;” rather, it is part and parcel of the seder night. Every person, even one too young to
fully understand the depth of the night, plays a critical role in the Pesach seder.
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Yachatz - Give Yourself a Break
Katie Matofsky
Stern College for Women
May 2021
Major: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Project IncludED President, Haircuts for Hope Vice President, Israel Club, Yearbook

The meal we have on Pesach night is so organized that we actually call it the Seder— the order. Why
then do we pause at the beginning of the Seder to break the middle matzah when we do not even eat
the second half of that matza until the end of the night (Rabbi Shraga Simmons)? That seems a bit out
of order. One could say that this is just another idiosyncrasy we add to the Seder so that the children
will ask about the pesach story—a fifth question so to speak. While this is true, if we do not examine
the deeper meaning behind yachatz specifically, we may miss out on something quite special. The
Rambam says that it is a mitzvah to feel that you yourself were taken out of Egypt on the Seder night.
This applies to Yachatz as well.
One of the most exciting parts of the Seder for young children is hiding (or finding) the afikomen.
Since we want to keep children engaged throughout the entire night, saving the afikomen for the end
of the night seems rather logical. Remembering what the Rambam says, however, Yachatz cannot only
be for logical purposes.
The Jews were enslaved for hundreds of years before “G-d heard their cry” (Shemot 2:24). Even after
“G-d took notice of them” (Shemot 2:25) they were still not freed immediately and had to wait until
after the ten plagues to leave Egypt.
By having children see the making of the afikomen during Yachatz, they can begin to understand the
excitement that the Jews felt when they first saw “Moshe perform the signs in front of their eyes”
(Shemot 4:30). But, by having children wait until tzafun to actually eat that afikomen, we give them
the opportunity to understand how patient the Jews had to be until they were actually freed.
Yachatz symbolizes seeing the beginning of a tefillah being heard but having to have incredible patience
and emunah in Hashem until that tefillah is fully answered.
Yachatz reminds us to slow down at the beginning of the meal to break our goals down for the rest of
the night into manageable pieces (Rabbi Mitch Mandel & Elliot Katz). Just like yachatz specifically
teaches children how to have patience and trust in Hashem, yachatz can teach us how to have patience
and trust in ourselves. Although we are commanded to walk in Hashem’s ways (Devarim 26:17) and
“one should be similar to Hashem” (Gemara Sotah 133b), yachatz reminds us that we are not expected
to solve every problem even when we break things down into “bite-sized” pieces. We do the best we
can and trust that Hashem will do the rest.
19
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Maggid
Nina Miller
Stern College for Women
May 2020
Major: Psychology
Editor-in-Chief of Hi Sichati

ּוׁשמַ ְר ֞ ֶּתם אֶ ת־הַ ּי֥ ֹום הַ ּזֶ ֛ה לְ דֹ רֹ תֵ יכֶ ֖ם
ְ ֥אתי אֶ ת־צִ בְ אֹותֵ יכֶ ֖ם מֵ ֶ ֣א ֶרץ ִמצְ ָ ֑ריִ ם
ִ הֹוצ
ֵ ּוׁשמַ ְרּתֶ ם֮ אֶ ת־הַ ּמַ ּצֹו ֒ת ֗ ִּכי ּבְ ֙ ֶעצֶ ם֙ הַ ּי֣ ֹום הַ ֶּ֔זה
ְ
עֹולם׃
ֽ ָ ח ַ ֻּ֥קת
You shall observe the [Feast of] Unleavened Bread, for on this very day I brought your ranks
out of the land of Egypt; you shall observe this day throughout the ages as an institution for all
time. (Shemot 12:17)
The Mechilta has an interesting interpretation of this passuk:
 ר’ יאשיה אומר אל תקרא כן אלא ושמרתם את המצוות כדרך שאין מחמיצין את המצה כך:ושמרתם את המצות
)אין מחמיצין את המצוה אלא אם באה מצוה לידך עשה אותה מיד (פרשה ט
This midrash is teaching us the importance of zerizut. R’ Yoshiyah says to read the passuk not
as a mandate to guard the matzot, rather, to guard the mitzvot . Just as we must not leave the
matzah for too long that it becomes chometz, so too, we should not let our mitzvot become
chometz. When an opportunity to do a mitzvah presents itself, we should do it immediately.
Rav Yitzchak Hutner, in his Pachad Yitzchak (ma’amar aleph), points out that while zerizut
is an important middah in all areas of avodat Hashem, there seems to be a deeper connection
between this middah and Pesach. If our performance of mitzvot lacks zerizut, it is not just
that the mitzvah lacks a higher level of performance, but there is actually a pegam, a blemish,
in the mitzvah. Just like waiting too long to bake the matzah causes the matzah to become
chometz and completely ruined, so too, performing a mitzvah without the zerizut destroys the
performance of that mitzvah.
The Maharal explains that when one performs a mitzvah with zerizut, he is demonstrating that
the mitzvah exceeds the bounds of time, and conversely, when one lacks zerizut, he brings the
mitzvah down into the realm of time, thereby tainting the performance of that mitzvah.
How can we understand Maharal’s cryptic words? What is so terrible about performing a
mitzvah within the confines of time? Isn’t time inescapable? And what’s the deeper connection
21
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between this middah and Pesach?
Hashem took us out of Egypt b’chipazon, hastily. Why? When Hashem took us out in the
quickest amount of time possible, He was demonstrating that we are not bound by time, thereby
creating netzach yisrael, the eternality of the Jewish people. We transcend time.
We reciprocate this haste by performing mitzvot with zerizut, taking as little time as possible
to complete them, so that we too can demonstrate breaking the boundaries of time. Hashem
saves us in haste and we serve Him in haste, both of these aspects are part of what it means to
be netzach Yisrael.
Failure to perform a mitzvah with zerizut causes a blemish in that mitzvah, because the delay
brings it down into the boundaries of time. In reality, the performance of mitzvot with zerizut
is our way of transcending time and demonstrating that we as a people are not bound by time.
This mehalach also answers the famous dilemma—the matzot represent the fact that we left
in a hurry and did not have time to let our dough rise. However, the commandment to make
matzot came before the actual quick escape. Now we understand that our baking matzot is not
simply a way to remember a practical, historical detail. The haste was deliberately built into
the Exodus because it is an integral part of the process. As Hashem is forming us as His nation,
He does it hastily because He is creating our new reality that, as a nation, we transcend time.
We can finally understand one more troubling episode in the Haggadah itself. The Haggadah
records a Pesach seder of many Rabbis in B’nei Brak. They were telling the story of Yetziat
Mitzrayim all night, until their students told them that the time for the recitation of the morning
keriat shema had arrived. Rabbi Immanuel Bernstein, in his Haggadah asks, if the students
were to inform their Rabbis to recite Shema so that they wouldn’t miss the time for Shema,
why would they come at the very beginning of the zman? They are permitted to recite Shema
until three hours into the day; the students should have let their Rabbis continue learning until
the zman was nearing an end!
The Rabbis were engaged in telling the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim, how Hashem saved us
b’chipazon, and created netzach Yisrael. What better opportunity to conclude their storytelling
by performing the mitzvah of keriat shema with zerizut!
Pesach is a time where we reflect on our everlasting relationship with Hashem and our freedom
to serve Him. May we be zoche to serve Him with zerizut and may He reciprocate by bringing
the final and eternal redemption speedily in our days.
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Ha Lachma Anya is the beginning of the Magid portion of the Seder. We are about to start a
hopefully enjoyable, interactive storytime. So the natural thing to do is gather everyone around
and invite anyone to come join us. But is that really true? First of all, if we are really opening
up our table for anyone to come join, shouldn’t we open the door? We do that later on in the
Seder when we welcome Eliyahu Hanavi, so why don’t we do it now as well? Secondly, if
we are about to tell this story, what is the purpose of inviting anyone that wants to come?
Shouldn’t this be a personal tale for our family?
I’d like to suggest that our open invitation is really more about us and less about helping
others. Of course, if we have the means and opportunity, inviting people into our Seder would
be wonderful, but doing it at this stage in the meal is not about them. On a Halachik level,
we would not be allowed to invite anyone to join our Chabura now. Since this is the case, we
are symbolizing two things. One is that we are finally free. Slaves cannot invite anyone else
to their meals; they don’t have enough resources, nor do they have the freedom to add people
to their meals. By making the declaration that anyone can join our meal, we are reminding
ourselves that we are free now. We have the ability to add anyone to our meal.
Second, we are striving to show the other people at our meal exactly what kind of seudah this
is. Not only is it a seudat mitzvah which we were commanded to partake in every year, it is
also a seudat hodaah, a thanksgiving meal. Hashem saved us from Mitzrayim and brought us
from slavery to freedom, and in order to thank Him and appreciate that properly, we need to
commemorate it properly. We do this by retelling the story and singing Hallel together. We are
here thanks to all the amazing miracles Hashem did for us, so we want to shout our gratitude
from the rooftops. When we say “anyone who wants to join can join us,” we are reminding
ourselves and the people at our meal that we want to share this meal of thanks with the whole
world. Just like anyone who is saved from anything on a personal level would commemorate
it every year, we commemorate the Exodus from Egypt as if it happened to us. We understand
the direct impact this great miracle has on our lives. By inviting all others to join our meal, we
are reminding ourselves what kind of meal we are about to partake in. We are here to show
our gratitude for the freedom we now have and to relive the story by sharing it at our Seudat
Hodaya.
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Why is this night different from all other nights?
Whether said in a proud voice atop a chair or in a small whisper beneath floorboards, these
four questions have highlighted our Seder nights throughout history and across the world.
But why now?
Why are the children asking now? Especially about dipping and leaning habits. At this point
in the year, Jewish children have seen much stranger practices. However, on Sukkos, there is
no set formula for a child to ask why we shake a tree branch and a (sort of) lemon. Similarly,
on Chanukah, there is no obligation to ask why we light way too many Shabbos candles on a
weeknight.
So yes, tonight is different, but so are a lot of other nights.
There is a thread of commonality that weaves together these four questions, demanding they
be asked. The underlying theme is contradiction. Why do we act like slaves and kings at the
same time?
Tonight’s theme of contradiction is what triggers children to ask.
Tell them to camp outside in a hut for a week, no questions. Tell them to eat fried food for a
week, no questions. But send mixed messages and the questions are endless..
Children will always notice inconsistencies, and they will always call them out.
But will we?
Do we continue to ask, or have we accepted these practices and settled into complacency?
Tonight our job is to find our inner child and question. Ask, search and find yourself in our
collective history, and emerge with the knowledge that this is also your personal story. What
do you want the next page to look like?
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How, in Hebrew, would you say “four questions”? Most would answer that the proper
translation of “four questions” would be “arbah she’ailot”. Why then are the questions of
mah nishtana referred to in Hebrew as “the four difficulties”? Nechama Leibowitz explains
that, while a “she’ailah” is just casually asking for information, a“kashya” highlights that
there is “something off.” It suggests something strange, bizarre, and curious that doesn’t just
spur a casual question but fosters wondering and urgent questioning. Therefore, the “kashya”
becomes the “pedagogic instrument” of the night and reflects the way that we want our children
to connect with the Seder, with engagement and curiosity. We want the questions of the Seder
to not merely be casual questions, but rather deep, specific, and genuine.
While the“kashya” is a centerpiece of the Seder experience, it also represents an approach to
Torah learning. When learning Gemara, we don’t ask a “she’ailah”, we ask a “kasha”. Torah
learning cannot simply be an intellectual pursuit; we don’t merely ask questions for intellectual
information, but we ask to understand, to grow, and to get closer to Hashem.
Another aspect of learning highlighted by “mah nishtana” is that the questions posed are based
on what a child would see and experience, right in front of his or her eyes. This pedagogic
technique—making learning and questioning an experiential process—is a key element of the
Seder experience. According to Rabbi Shmuel Ehrenfeld, the Chatam Sofer, the four cups of
wine are not included in the four questions because they aren’t all presented at once. If all of
the four cups were set on the table at the start of the Seder, this would most certainly create
a “kashya”, with such a curious sight prompting a child to inquire about them. However,
because the child has only seen one cup of wine at Kiddush—which would appear normal—he
or she wouldn’t ask, and therefore, the four cups are not included in the four questions.
The “the four difficulties” of mah nishtana are designed to spur deep questions and an
experiential encounter at the Seder. They encourage both children and adults to ensure that
conversations at the Seder go beyond simple questions and answers and instead focus on
asking and answering and experiencing the deeper questions of freedom, redemption, and the
holiday.
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Observing Shabbat, wearing tzitzit, and the prohibition of eating bugs, are among many
mitzvot that all have one thing in common: the prime reason for performing them is Zecher
L’Yetzat Mitzrayim- remembering the Exodus from Egypt. Out of the 613 commandments,
hundreds stem from Zecher L’Yitzat Mitzrayim. Even telling the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim,
“Higgadita L’Bincha”, is a mitzvah according to the Rambam, in his listing of the Mitzvot
(Mitzvah Aseh 153). Many of the actions of our daily lives revolve around this concept making
it tremendously central to Judaism. The episode of Yetziat Mitzrayim is not only the story
of how G-d miraculously liberated our ancestors from 210 years of torturous slavery, but
simultaneously it is a declaration of faith. The Exodus instilled in Beni Yisroel the knowledge
that Hashem is in our midst. At the Yam Suf, Hashem revealed Himself on a level never
duplicated. Our sages remark that the heavens opened up and even maid servants were able to
receive prophecy (Rashi, Exodus 15:2). The process of leaving Mitzryim was the process of
becoming the people of Hashem.
There is one night during the year that we have an extra commandment to express the
fundamental truths that arise from remembering the Exodus: the Seder night. All evening
long we immerse ourselves in recounting and reenacting the events of Yetziat Mitzrayim. The
Haggadah begins the narrative of leaving Egypt in the section of Maggid. In the third passage
we recite the paragraph “Avadim Hayinu”, which begins by saying:
We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt and the Lord freed us from Egypt with a mighty
hand and outstretched arm. Had not the holy One freed our people from Egypt, then we,
our children and our children’s children would still be enslaved to Pharaoh in Egypt.
Immediately, after reciting this piece, an obvious question arises. How is it possible to declare
that if Hashem had not removed our forefathers from Mitzrayim, we would still be there today?
Egypt is a country whose current leadership is not dictated by a Pharaoh and presently does not
practise slavory. Therefore, how can the Haggadah maintain that if not for the Exodus, at this
very moment we would still be enslaved?
To resolve this difficulty, we must say that the “Mitzrayim” mentioned in Avadim Hayinu is
something much deeper than just a physical place. The word “Mitzrayim” comes from the
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word “Matzarim” meaning constraints, narrows, or restriction. There are countless things in
our lives that restrain us from having a pure, unadulterated relationship with Hakadosh Baruch
Hu. These Maitzarim could be physical objects or modes of thinking that distance us from our
Creator.
Derived from Berashit Rabba (48:7), we learn a concept called “Ma’aseh Avot, Siman L’Banim”,
meaning that “The deeds of the forefathers are a sign for the children.” The Ramban interprets
this principle to mean that the events recorded in the Torah are a microcosm and blueprint for
all of Jewish history to follow. What happened to our forefathers is an indication of what we
can accomplish. When Hashem took Beni Yisroel out of Mitzrayim thousands of years ago, the
seeds of opportunity for redemption were planted for all subsequent generations.
The mishnah in Pesachim (10:5) commands that “in every generation a person is obliged to
regard himself as if he had that day come out of Egypt.” In the 47th chapter of the Tanya,
Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi quotes this mishnah and adds that each day every person must
view themselves as just leaving Egypt. Every single day possesses the power of renewal.
Every individual has the potential to experience their own Yetziat Mitzrayim by distancing
themselves from that which holds them back from performing mitzvot. Unlike the Bnei Yisroel
of thousands of years ago, who were physically oppressed by Pharaoh and his regime, our
contemporary Mitzrayims are something completely different. We may not be actual slaves,
yet are enslaved by our desires that are against the will of Hashem.
Avadim Hayinu is the annual reminder and praise to G-d for liberating our ancestors. In the
original Exodus, Hashem set into motion the ability to free ourselves from our contemporary
spiritual constraints. There is no fallacy in stating that we would still be slaves in Mitzrayim
today if Hashem had never taken us out of Egypt years ago. Physically, we would not be detained
in Egypt, yet spiritually we would still be stuck in Mitzrayim, a place where it is impossible
to rid ourselves of the struggles that confine us from cultivating the ultimate closeness with
Hashem. We are charged with a mission to examine the things that enslave us, tap into the
potential of Yetziat Mitzrayim infused into each day, and break through the shackles that bind
our souls.
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Idea #1:
The most important night of the year is called the seder, which means order. Yet ironically, the
order of the individual sections of the Haggadah is perplexing. From the outset, the haggadah
seems disorganized; it’s short ideas appearing disconnected from one another. At many stages
in the haggadah the question arises- why is this here?
However, when looking deeper, great wisdom and intentionality emerges in the sequence of
the haggadah. One meaningful example is the popular song Baruch HaMakom.
The Abarbanel asks why we preface the section of the four sons, the Arba Banim, with Baruch
HaMakom. What is the connection between these two ideas? Baruch HaMakom expresses our
gratitude to Hashem for the Torah, while the next section reflects on the multi faceted approach
to each child. How do they relate to one another?
 he Abarbanel suggests that we not only look at why Baruch HaMakom is placed before the
T
Arba Banim, but at the overall order of magid. This will illuminate an answer to our question.
The mishnah in Psachim (116a) teaches that when telling the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim,
one should “start with the disgrace and end with the glory”. The Talmud offers two differing
opinions in explaining this statement- Rav and Shmuel.
Rav explains that the “disgrace” refers to idolatry. This correlates with the section in the
haggadah that begins “At first our forefathers were idol worshippers.” According to Rav, the
“glory” at the end is when we received the Torah and could serve Hashem.
Shmuel disagrees and states that the “disgrace” refers to when we were slaves in Mitzrayim,
thus beginning from “avadim hayinu”. The “glory” would be our leaving Egypt and being free
to serve Hashem and receive the Torah.
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Interestingly, the Abarbanel posits, the haggadah follows both opinions. Magid begins by
adopting the opinion of Shmuel, starting with “avadim hayinu,” the “disgrace” of our being
slaves to Pharoah, and concluding with the “glory” of our leaving Mitzrayim. The brief
interlude between our disgrace and our glory contains the story of the chachamim and the
statement of R’ Elazar ben Azaryah, which expound upon the last line of avadim hayinu, and
the passage of “Baruch HaMakom,’ ‘ praising Hashem for giving us the Torah’. The section on
glory continues with the Arba Banim centered on the exodus from Egypt and the redemption.
Once Shmuel’s version of the haggadah is complete, the haggadah immediately moves on to
Rav’s version, beginning with the “disgrace”- “From the beginning our ancestors were idol
worshippers.” According to Rav, the shevach, glory, begins with declaration of the first fruits,
highlighting our serving Hashem. Thus, the haggadah follows both opinions - Shmuel and
Rav - and we understand the connection between the Baruch HaMakom and the four sons.
While the order of the haggadah now makes more sense, why do we follow both opinions?
Why don’t we just choose one path as we normally do?
I would like to suggest two answers.
First, the choice of including both opinions is a model and important reminder for how to deal
with and respect differing opinions at the seder table.
Second, this question could be explained in another way by looking at the nekudat hamachloket,
the crux of the difference between Rav and Shmuel’s opinions. At the core of the machloket
between Rav and Shmuel is the type of galut that we are discussing. For Shmuel, our focus is
the physical galut and accordingly, the disgrace of the story would begin with our being slaves
to Pharoah. For Rav, the focus is not the physical galut, but the spiritual galut, when we served
idols - avodah zara.
Why do we include both opinions? Because the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim includes both forms
of galut- our physical slavery and spiritual downfall. When we envision ourselves leaving
Mitzrayim and leaving our personal enslavements, the two opinions remind us to think about
both the physical hardships and spiritual challenges that we may have experienced and how we
will be redeemed from both.

Idea # 2:
What is the connection between Baruch HaMakom and the section of the arbah banim, the
four children? Baruch HaMakom is when we praise and thank God for giving us the Torah.
How does that relate to the four children? Rav Chaim Soloveitchik suggests a beautiful answer.
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He explains that the Torah is unique in its availability for all ages. In our world, the pursuit of
knowledge follows levels. Books increase in difficulty as we advance. However, the Torah is
one and the same for everyone. Children and adults alike learn from the same Torah, the same
words, and understand it at their own level. The Torah does not change, we change. As we
grow older and more intellectually capable, we can understand more of the Torah’s great depth,
yet at every stage, learning Torah is valuable and attainable. To highlight this unique feature
of Torah, immediately following Baruch HaMakom, the haggadah enters into the discussion
of the four sons, emphasizing the notion that Torah speaks to everyone wherever they are
intellectually. For the Torah is “not in heaven” nor “beyond the sea” but is “very close to you,”
(Devarim 30:12-14) close to each and every Jew.
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Not everyone has the same guests for their Passover seder each year, but, without fail, there
are some characters that always make an appearance, such as the four sons. They are smack
in the beginning of the night when everyone sitting around the table is still fresh and excited
for the night that lies ahead of them. The four children are: the wise son, the wicked son, the
simple son, and the son who does not know how to ask. The Haggadah juxtaposes each son
with verses from the Torah which depict a parent speaking to his son about the Exodus.
Without carefully analyzing the Haggadah, everything seems lovely. However, if one takes
the time to read what the Haggadah presents, one is left baffled. If one were to pull out a
Tanach, the reader would quickly realize that the presentation in the Haggadah seems to be
misinformed. The answers given to the four sons in Tanach do not align with the answers the
Haggadah provides to the sons.
The Haggadah’s formulation of the chacham is:
: וְ אַ ף אַ תָ ּה אֱמֹור לֹו כְ ּהִ לְ כֹות הַ ֶפּסַ ח.חָ כָם מָ ה הּוא אֹומֵ ר? מָ ה הָ עֵדֹות וְ הַ חֻקִ ּים וְ הַ ִמ ְּשׁ ָפ ִּטים אֲשֶ ׁר צִ ָוּה ה’ אֱֹלהֵ ינּו אֶ ְתכֶם
אֵ ין מַ פְ ִט ִירין אַ חַ ר הַ ֶפּסַ ח אֲפִ יקֹומָ ן
The chacham in the Torah is slightly different (Deuteronomy 6:20-23):
ֱֹלה֖ינּו אֶ ְת ֶ ֽכם׃
ֵ (כ) ּֽכִ י־יִ ְשׁאׇ לְ ָך֥ בִ נְ ָך֛ מָ ָח֖ר לֵאמֹ֑ ר ָ ֣מה הָ ע ֗ ֵֹדת וְ ַ ֽהחֻקִ ּים֙ וְ הַ ִמ ְּשׁ ָפ ִּ֔טים א ֲ֥שֶ ׁר צִ ּ֛ ָוה יְ הֹ וָ ֥ה א
יאנּו יְ הֹ וָ ֛ה ִמ ִמּצְ ַ ֖ריִ ם בְ ּיָ ֥ד ֲחז ָ ָֽקה׃
֧ ֵ ִ(כא) וְ אָ מַ ְר ֣תָ ּ לְ בִ נְ ָ֔ך עֲבָ ִ ֛דים הָ ִי֥ינּו לְ פ ְַר ֖ ֹעה בְ ִּמצְ ָ ֑ריִ ם וַיֹ ּצ
ֵינֽינּו׃
ֵ (כב) וַיִ ּ֣תֵ ּן יְ הֹ ֡ ָוה אֹותֹ֣ ת ּ֠ומֹ פְ ִ֠תים גְ ּדֹ לִ֨ ים וְ ָר ִ ֧עים ׀ בְ ִּמצְ ַ ֛ריִ ם בְ ּפ ְַר ֥ ֹעה ּובְ כׇל־בֵ ּ֖יתֹו לְ ע
הֹוציא ִמ ֑שָ ּׁם לְ ַ֙מעַן֙ הָ ִ ֣ביא אֹ ֔ ָתנּו לָ ֤תֶ ת ָ֙לנּו֙ אֶ ת־הָ ֔ ָא ֶרץ א ֲ֥שֶ ׁר נִ ְש ׁ֖בַ ּע ַלאֲבֹ ֵ ֽתינּו׃
֣ ִ אֹותנּו
֖ ָ ְ(כג) ו
ֱֹלה֑ינּו לְ ֥טֹוב ָ֙לנּו֙ ׇכּל־הַ ָי ִּ֔מים לְ חַ יֹ ֵ ּ֖תנּו כְ ּהַ ּי֥ ֹום הַ ּֽ ֶזה׃
ֵ (כד) וַיְ צַ ּ֣ ֵונּו יְ הֹ ֗ ָוה ַלעֲׂשֹות֙ אֶ ת־ ׇכּל־הַ ח ֻ֣קִ ּים הָ ֔ ֵא ֶלּה לְ יִ ְר ָ ֖אה אֶ ת־יְ הֹ וָ ֣ה א
ֱֹלה֖ינּו ַכּא ֲ֥שֶ ׁר צִ ּֽ ָונּו׃
ֵ (כה) ּוצְ דָ ָ ֖קה ֽ ִ ּתהְ יֶה־ ּ֑ ָלנּו ּֽכִ י־נִ ְשׁמֹ֨ ר ַלע ֲׂ֜שֹות אֶ ת־ ׇכּל־הַ ִמּצְ וָ ֣ה הַ ּ֗זֹ את לִ פְ נֵ ֛י יְ הֹ וָ ֥ה א
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The chacham in both texts ask the same question, yet their answers diverge. The Haggadah
tells the father to answer his child with the comprehensive laws of Passover, whereas the
answer in the Torah is not a halachic one in nature, rather, it is a reason WHY we should keep
the mitzvot: because G-d took us out of Egypt.
Taking a look at the wicked child next, one will find it jarring how his answer in the Torah is
eerily similar to the one provided to the chacham in the Haggadah:
The Haggadah states:
 וְ אַ ף אַ תָ ּה. ּולְ פִ י שֶ ׁהֹוצִ יא אֶ ת עַצְ מֹו ִמן הַ כְ ּלָל ָכּפַר בְ ּעִ קָ ּר. ָלכֶם – וְ ל ֹא לֹו.ָרשָ ׁע מָ ה הּוא אֹומֵ ר? מָ ה הָ עֲבֹודָ ה הַ ּזאֹ ת ָלכֶם
 ל ֹא הָ יָה נִ גְ אָ ל, ִאּלּו הָ יָה שָ ׁם. לִ י וְ ל ֹא־לֹו.”אתי ִמ ִמּצְ ָריִ ם
ִ ֵ “בַ ּעֲבּור זֶה עָשָ ׂה ה’ לִ י בְ ּצ:ש ָנּיו ֶואֱמֹור לֹו
ׁ ִ הַ קְ הֵ ה אֶ ת
The Torah says (Exodus 12:26-27):
ֹאמ ֥רּו ֲאלֵיכֶ ֖ם בְ ּנֵיכֶ ֑ם ָ ֛מה הָ עֲבֹ ָ ֥דה הַ ּ֖זֹ את ל ֶ ָֽכם׃
ְ כו) וְ הָ ָ֕יה ּֽכִ י־י
ת־מצְ ַ ֖ריִ ם וְ אֶ ת־בָ ּ֣תֵ ּינּו הִ ֑צִ ּיל וַיִ ּ֥קֹ ּד
ִ ֶ(כז) ַואֲמַ ְר ֡תֶ ּם ֶזֽבַ ח־ ֨ ֶ ּפסַ ח ֜הּוא ַ ֽליהֹ ֗ ָוה א ֲ֣שֶ ׁר ֠ ָ ּפ ֠ ַסח עַל־בָ ּ֤תֵ ּי בְ ֵנֽי־יִ ְש ָׂראֵ ֙ל בְ ִּמצְ ַ ֔ריִ ם בְ ּנׇגְ ּ֥פֹו א
הָ עָ ֖ם ו ַּֽיִ ְשׁתַ ּחֲוֽ ּו׃
(כח) ַו ֵיּלְ כ֥ ּו ַו ּֽ ַיע ֲׂ֖שּו בְ ּנֵ ֣י יִ ְש ָׂר ֵ ֑אל ַכּא ֲ֨שֶ ׁר צִ ּ֧ ָוה יְ הֹ וָ ֛ה אֶ ת־מֹ ֥שֶ ׁה וְ אַ ה ֲ֖רֹ ן ּ֥ ֵכן ע ָֽשּׂו׃
The Torah poses the wicked son’s question after Moshe commanded the Jews about the
commandment of giving the Passover sacrifice. So when the wicked son asks, we tell him
about the sacrifice of the Passover, the laws of it, and also a ‘why’ behind it - because G-d
attacked the Egyptians.
When it comes to the simple son, there is not a contradiction between the two sources:
Haggadah:
תָ ּם מָ ה הּוא אֹומֵ ר? מַ ה ּזאֹ ת? וְ אָ מַ ְרתָ ּ אֵ לָיו “בְ ּחֹוזֶק יָד הֹוצִ יאָ נּו ה’ ִמ ִמּצְ ַריִ ם ִמבֵ ּית עֲבָ ִדים
Torah (Exodus 13:14):
יאנּו יְ הֹ וָ ֛ה ִמ ִמּצְ ַ ֖ריִ ם ִמ ֥בֵ ּית עֲבָ ִ ֽדים׃
֧ ָ ִה־זֹ את וְ אָ מַ ְר ֣תָ ּ אֵ ָ֔ליו בְ ּחֹ֣ זֶק ָ֗יד הֹוצ
ּ֑ ַ(יד) {מפטיר} וְ הָ ָ֞יה ּֽכִ י־יִ ְשׁאׇ לְ ָך֥ בִ נְ ָך֛ מָ ָח֖ר לֵאמֹ֣ ר מ
The child that does not know how to ask also is presented the same way in both instances:
Haggadah:
ֹול חַתְּפ ְּתַא – לֹואְׁשִל ַעֵדֹוי ֹוניֵאֶׁשְו, רַמֱאֶּנֶׁש, רֹמאֵל אּוהַה םֹוּיַּב ָךְנִבְל ָּתְדַּגִהְו, םִיָרְצִּמִמ יִתאֵצְּב יִל ’ה הָׂשָע הֶז רּובֲעַּב
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Torah (Exodus 13:8):
אתי ִמ ִמּצְ ָ ֽריִ ם׃
֖ ִ ֵ(ח) וְ הִ ַג ְּד ֣תָ ּ לְ בִ נְ ָ֔ך בַ ּּי֥ ֹום הַ ֖הּוא לֵאמֹ֑ ר בַ ּע ֲ֣בּור ֶ֗זה ע ָ֤שָ ׂה ה֙ לִ֔ י בְ ּצ
הֹוצאֲָך֥ יְ הֹ וָ ֖ה ִמ ִמּצְ ָ ֽריִ ם׃
ֽ ִ ּתֹורת יְ הֹ וָ ֖ה בְ ִ ּ֑פיָך ֚כִ ּי בְ ּיָ ֣ד ֲחזָקָ֔ ה
֥ ַ (ט) וְ הָ ָי ֩ה לְ ָ֨ך לְ ֜אֹות עַל־י ְָד ָ֗ך ּולְ ִז ָכּרֹון֙ ֣בֵ ּין עֵי ֶ֔ניָך לְ ֗ ַמעַן ִתּהְ יֶ ֛ה
(י) וְ שָ ׁמַ ְר ֛תָ ּ אֶ ת־הַ ח ֻ֥קָ ּה הַ ּ֖זֹ את לְ מֹוע ָ ֲ֑דּה ִמ ָי ִ ּ֖מים י ִ ָֽמימָ ה׃
However, it is interesting to note that the phrase “ba’avor zeh” - because of this - is given to
the wicked son as well, when it only appears by the child that doesn’t know how to ask in the
Tanach.
From the comparison between the two texts, it becomes abundantly clear that the Haggadah’s
articulation of the four children is not akin to the Torah. Considering this, what exactly is the
Midrash that the Haggadah quotes coming to do?!
The Midrash in the Haggadah is not coming to explain the apparent sense of the verses, rather
to give an introductory lesson as one embarks on the Exodus journey for the night.
In the Sefer Hachinuch’s formulation of the commandment to say the story of Egypt, he quotes
the source as “ve’higadita l’vincha:” - tell it to your children (Parshat Bo Mitzvah 21).
The purpose of the entire seder night is to tell the story, but not for one to gain the information
only for himself or herself, but as a means of transmitting the information to others -- specifically
the next generation.
If the point of the night is to successfully convey the importance of the day and the events that
occured, it must be done in the most effective manner. Not every child cognitively thinks in the
same manner, not connects to the world around them through the same means of education. In
Mishlei 22:6, it says that we educate our kids according to their own way. This means that as a
parent who has the opportunity and obligation to present the information, he or she must adjust
the message of the lesson for each child and meet them where they are intellectually.
The source for the commandment to tell the story of Passover makes sense to be in context
of passing the information to others rather than to keep the information to his or herself. G-d
taking the Jews out of Egypt is one of the most fundamental aspects of our belief system.
On Friday night, when one is me’kadesh Shabbat, he or she says in the text of the kiddush:
ושבת קדשו הנחילנו זכרון למעשה בראשית כי הוא יום תחילה למקראי קודש זכר ליציאת מצרים כי בנו....ברוך
בחרת ואותנו קדשת מכל העמים
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When one accepts Shabbat, one is giving credence to the fact that G-d created the world.
Juxtaposed to that is the fact that we, as a nation, were taken out of Egypt. The two are
foundational to our beliefs in G-d and the imperative we have as His nation. Not only is G-d
omnipotent and created the world, but as we see from Him actively taking us out of Egypt that
He is imparting on us a task to complete in this world-- to be unique in our role in this world.
The knowledge that G-d had a hashgacha on us, giving us an imperative to be His nation, is no
light matter. That is why everything must be done to ensure the effective transmission of the
night to everyone and it’s goal is much bigger than a local person. It is about us as a community
being reminded how we should be oriented on this planet. Every child from a young age
should be transfused with the message of opportunity to be G-d’s nation - an obligation that
each and everyone has.
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 וְ עַכְ שָ ׁיו קֵ ְרבָ נּו הַ מָ ּקֹום ַלעֲבדָ תֹו,מ ְתּחִ ָלּה עֹובְ דֵ י עֲבֹודָ ה ז ָָרה הָ יּו אֲבֹותֵ ינּו,
ִ

From the beginning, our ancestors were idol worshipers.
And now, the Place [of all] has brought us close to His worship
The Gemara Pesachim 116a breaks down the flow of how we tell the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim,
of our salvation from Egypt in the haggadah. The Mishna instructs , “Matchilim b’genut,
umesayim bishevach”, meaning, “we begin with the disgrace of the story and end with praise”.
The Gemara questions, what exactly is this “disgrace” or “bad” with which we begin the
Sippur (story) Yetziat Mitzrayim?
While Rav proposes that the “genut” or “bad” we should start with is with the paragraph of
“Mitechilla ovdei avoda zara hayu avoteinu”, “from the beginning, our ancestors were idol
worshippers”, while Rava suggests that the genut begins with the words “avadim hayinu”
meaning, “we were slaves..” .
The Ritva highlights that we follow by the second opinion quoted in the Gemara, belonging
to Rava, as avadim hayinu was codified as the first step in the storytelling part of our seder.
Yet, nevertheless, the haggadah explicitly chooses to use both suggested passages as part of
the seder, since we see that Rav’s suggestion, “״mitechilla is also stated just a few paragraphs
later. The Ritva distinguishes that the essence of this argument lies simply in the chronological
placement of each passage in our haggadah. Had they really argued which passage was the
correct recounting of the history, one story or the other would have prevailed. He calls the
mitechila section a maaseh, a scene of the past, and the avadim hayinu passage, the passage
ultimately chosen to precede in the order of maggid as he defines it as tokefo shel nes, or the
power of a miracle. He seems to be suggesting that while mitechilla tells part of the story of
our people, ultimately, avadim hayinu is cited first as a miraculous tale that perhaps ought to
start off the discussion of the evening.
Rav Tzvi Sobolofsky quotes the Chasam Sofer who addresses the first question of the mah
nishtana - which which we ask why although on all other nights we eat both chametz and
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matzah , on seder night we only eat matzah. He contrasts the korban todah, or sacrifice of
thanksgiving to the korban milu’im, sacrifice which we bring at the end of inauguration of the
mishkan, the tabernacle as two sacrifices described together in Parshat Tzav, yet different
in that the todah comes with chametz and matzah while the miluim comes with just matzah.
He explains that the Korban Todah of chametz and matzah does not belong on the seder
night, as it represents thanking Hashem for saving us from the gashmi or physical hardship
(as this sacrifice is specifically brought as a response to being saved from physical illness,
dangerous deserts, traveling or imprisonment). Rather, on Pesach night, we honor a higher
level, or spiritual salvation, as the miluim served to anoint the kohen gadol to his avoda or holy
work in the Beit Hamikdash, the holy temple. Similarly, he explains that avadim hayinu is a
good start, and makes you yotzei for the appreciation of our physical salvation - but only once
you get to mitechilla can you fully understand the genut of sippur yetziat mitzrayim and give
thanks to Hakadosh Baruch Hu for removing us from it, in its emotional and spiritual gravity.
Avadim hayinu is the early prelude to the mitechilla section that will soon come to fulfill the
real crux meaning of the story of our salvation from Egypt, on its spiritual level. The Ritva
comments later on, when mitechilla is actually said in the haggadah, it in fact serves as the
ending to the genut section of the haggadah. The deeper physical hardships of the slavery are
perhaps acknowledged first, and then this section fast-forwards us from the time Avraham’s
ancestors to the point of and now, ‘the place (Hashem)’ has Brought us close to His worship”,
which brings our spiritual background to our present mindset.
Another way in which we can approach this debate is by understanding that the genut,
or“disgrace” part of the story can represent two different ways that we can look at and cope
with tragedy. One perspective is of mitechilla ovdei avoda zara... The baal (author) hagaddah
looks at the slavery in Egypt and says, there had to have been a reason for our suffering! This
approach traces back the tragedies that befell upon the nation of Israel in Egypt to the possible
sources of sin that led them there, as the paragraph delineates “From the beginning, our
ancestors were idol worshipers…” For some, this is the most logical and comforting approach
to understanding why tragedy occurs. Yet, for others, it is neither comforting nor constructive
to think this way, but rather more productive and useful to start recalling the story from the
pinnacle of the turmoil and describe the progression of the tragedies until eventual salvation
. By simply acknowledging how the tragedy began and how we got through it, we set forth a
baseline acceptance of Hashem’s decree, even if we do not understand why the slavery had to
begin altogether. Perhaps that could explain why avadim hayinu is the text used first - because
when all other routes fail, the fact of the matter is that Hashem made His people slaves in
Egypt and took them out with an outstretched arm. Only after we establish that basic principle
of faith can we address the sippur yetziat mitzrayim from other perspectives. By the time we
arrive at the paragraph of mitechilla later on the seder, we have the clear minds and baseline
faith in order to draw deeper lessons from the story of slavery.
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Is it really true that in “every single generation” we have experienced persecutions that have
attempted to annihilate us? Have there not also been periods of peace and tranquility in Jewish
history?
To answer this question, Rabbi Yaakov Kaminetsky looks to the next passage, “Tzeh U’lemad”.
He notes that it is unusual for Lavan to be referred to as “Ha’arami, the Aramean.” No where
else is Lavan just called Ha’arami; usually he is referred to as “Lavan Ha’arami.”
Yaakov first arrived in Aram when he was fleeing from his brother Esav. He befriended the
people of Aram and called them, “my brothers” (Bereshit 29:4). For the next seven years,
Yaakov worked for Lavan in order to marry Rachel, and it is likely that Yaakov performed
acts of kindness and acted generously toward the people of Aram. But, seven years later, at
the wedding of Yaakov and Rachel, not a single one of those “brothers” or “friends” cared
enough to inform Yaakov that he was in fact marrying Leah, not Rachel. All of the guests at
the wedding remained silent, displaying their support for Lavan’s deceitful act. Even though
Lavan was the only one who actively performed the deed, all the Arameans showed their
support to Lavan by remaining silent and thereby passively deceiving Yaakov. That is why the
passage writes “Arami Oved Avi, An Aramean- all Arameans- attempted to destroy my father.”
This serves as an important lesson for Yaakov’s future descendants. Often we have cordial
relationships with our neighbors and friends. But when a “Lavan” tries to destroy us and
performs acts of anti-Semetic persectution or genocide, those “neighbors” and “friends”
suddenly remain silent. We have seen throughout recent history how our “neighbors” and
“friends” have remained silent and passive, thus allowing the persecution of the Jewish people.
In addition, Yaakov amassed great wealth during his time in Aram. He says:
“֖יתי לִ ְׁשנֵ ֥י מַ חֲנֽ ֹות
ִ ּכי ְבמַ קְ ֗ ִלי עָ ַ֙ב ְר ִּתי֙ אֶ ת־הַ ּי ְַר ֵ ּ֣דן הַ ֔ ֶּזה וְ עַ ָ ּ֥תה הָ ִי,
֣ ִ with my staff I crossed this Jordan and now I
have become two camps’’ (33:11).
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On the surface, it appears that Yaakov had a peaceful and enjoyable experience in Aram, as
he amassed great wealth, success, and fortune. But the Torah tells us that, in reality, Yaakov
had an extremely difficult experience in Aram because Lavan attempted to uproot Yaakov’s
success by deceiving him numerous times. This is a lesson and warning for us that even when
we enjoy apparent success and prosperity, it is not because our enemies have given up on
trying to annihilate us. Danger always lurks in the background even though it is not apparent
to us. Our enemies are constantly trying to uproot us. Rabbi Wein writes in his Haggadah that
the passage of Vehi Sheamda is not a statement of unjustified concern but a statement of fact.
This is one of the messages of the Haggadah. As we are celebrating and reliving our freedom,
it is naive to think we are safe from enemies and antisemites. Rabbi Wein writes, “In a hope
of for a better tomorrow we should not blind ourselves to the realities of today.”
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It’s easy to read about the story of our forefathers in Egypt as just that: a story. Year after
year, we tell over this story that happened to some people in some place and time completely
detached from here and now. Living in the world that we do, with the challenges and aspirations
that are relevant to our lives - well, it can be hard to personally relate to some ancient slaves in
an empire that has long since ceased to be prominent in international affairs.
And yet, the theme of the Haggadah, and of the entire Pesach, can be captured by the following
pesukim in Shemot from which the name “Haggadah” is derived:
בּוסי אֲׁשֶ֨ ר נִ ְׁש ַּב֤ע ַלאֲבֹ ֶ֙תיָך֙ לָ ֣תֶ ת ָ֔לְך ֶ ֛א ֶרץ ז ַָב֥ת חָ לָ ֖ב ְּוד ָבׁ֑ש
ִ֗ ְל־א ֶרץ ֠ ַ ֽהּכְ ַנעֲנִ י וְ הַ חִ ֨ ִּתי וְ הָ אֱמֹ ִ ֜רי וְ הַ חִ ִ ּ֣וי וְ הַ י
֣ ֶ ֶוְ הָ יָ ֣ה ִ ֽכי־יְ ִ ֽביאֲָך֣ יְ ה ֡ ָוה א
וְ עָבַ ְד ָ ּ֛ת אֶ ת־הָ עֲבֹ ָ ֥דה הַ ּ֖ז ֹאת ּבַ חֹ֥ דֶ ׁש הַ ֶּזֽה׃
ַיהוֽה׃
ָ יעי ַח֖ג ל
ִ ֔ ִִׁשבְ עַ ֥ת י ִ ָ֖מים ּת ֹאכַ ֣ל מַ ּצֹ֑ ת ּובַ ּיֹום֙ הַ ְּׁשב
מַ ּצֹות֙ ֵיֽאָ ֵ֔כל ֵ ֖את ִׁשבְ עַ ֣ת הַ ּי ִ ָ֑מים וְ ֽל ֹא־י ֵָר ֨ ֶאה לְ ָ֜ך חָ ֗ ֵמץ וְ ֽל ֹא־י ֵָר ֶ ֥אה לְ ָך֛ ְׂשאֹ֖ ר ּבְ כָל־ּגְ ב ֶ ֻֽלָך׃
אתי ִמ ִּמצְ ָ ֽריִ ם׃
֖ ִ ֵָׂשה יְ הוָה֙ לִ֔ י ּבְ צ
֤ ָ וְ ִהּג ְַד ָ ּ֣ת לְ ִבנְ ָ֔ך ּבַ ּי֥ ֹום הַ ֖הּוא לֵאמֹ֑ ר ּבַ ע ֲ֣בּור ֶ֗זה ע
(Shemot 13:5-8)
With these words, Moshe extends the holiday of Pesach beyond this one point in history to a
holiday for generations. A time will come when you will no longer be strangers in a foreign
land, he tells the Jews, and as an independent people in the land of Israel, you cannot forget
where you came from and Who brought you where you are now. And on that day - that is to
say, the day of Pesach in every future year - you will tell your story to your children, and they
to theirs, for eternity.
Pesach is in essence the story of our eternity, the story of the persecution and exile that we
endured and how God redeemed us to literally tell the tale. It was in Egypt that the Jews
were first referred to as a nation, when they first gained an identity that transcended their
own individual selves and converted them into something much greater and more profound.
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We say in the Haggadah: “Vehi Sheamda L’Avoteinu V’Lanu” - and that is what sustained
our forefathers, and sustains us today: the word of God that we will be redeemed. When we
connect ourselves to the larger narrative of the Jewish People, and connect ourselves back to
the everlasting chain of “L’Avoteinu V’Lanu”- that is when we merit God’s promise of eternity.
May we merit to witness salvation in our days!
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The section of Tze U’lmad in the Haggadah briefly runs through the history of the Jewish
people’s descent to Egypt and ultimate salvation. This section, which begins with “Arami
Oved Avi”, ‘my father was a wandering Aramean’, is taken from Devarim:26:5 and is recited
as part of the text about Bikkurim.
The Rambam points out in Hilchot Chametz Perek 7 Halacha 4 that this section of magid
is unique in that the more one devotes time and effort to expanding upon its contents, the
more praiseworthy one’s mitzvah. We are all familiar with the Mishna’s similar assessment
regarding one who recounts the details of the whole story - one who tells the story of leaving
Egypt is praised. Certainly, the focus of the Pesach meal, and the entire holiday of Pesach is
to elaborate on, memorialize, and relive the story of leaving Egypt. The Rambam in Hilchot
Chametz Perek 7 Halacha 1 also quotes this broader idea earlier in his discussion of the seder
night, emphasizing the importance to lengthen one’s discussion regarding the events and
miracles revolving around leaving Egypt.
Why is it that the Rambam finds it fitting to compare the Mishna’s language of praise, “harei zeh
meshubach”, to this particular section of magid? The Mishna uses this phraseology referring
to someone who speaks about all of leaving Egypt at length, one who learns the entirety of the
Haggadah and expands upon its contents and messages. The Rambam however seems to draw
a direct parallel to someone who is ‘doreish’, engages in serious and in depth study of, “Arami
Oved Avi” specifically. This seems to equate one’s involvement in a sizable component of the
seder, and Pesach as a whole, with one’s investment in a much smaller section.
The Rambam uses this language to emphasize the importance of this Parsha because though
it is smaller it is of parallel value, as it encompasses the overarching theme and purpose of
the Haggadah. The fact that this section of the Haggadah is not just read but learned in depth
and analyzed establishes its special status as the Talmud Torah section of the Haggadah. A
major component of telling the Yetziat Mitzrayim story, is telling it through the medium which
Yetziat Mitzrayim was intended to bring about. Leaving the bondage of Egypt was not a goal
in and of itself, but rather a means to bring the Jewish people under the rulership of Hashem
and accepting the Torah at Har Sinai. The mitzvah of Talmud Torah, and the Torah knowledge
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and values that accompany it, define the nation of Israel as G-d’s designated people. With this
understanding it seems appropriate for the Rambam to equate these two tasks. At its core, the
section of Arami Oved Avi and the methodology of its recitation and examination pinpoints
the purpose of Yetziat Mitzrayim: our unique relationship with Hashem through learning his
Torah.
Furthermore, Rav Soloveitchik zt”l points out how many Parshanim define the word Haggadah
in accordance with the Talmud Yerushalmi on the words “Higaditi Hayom L’Hashem Elokecha”
which is also found in this very parshah of “Mikreh Bikkurim”. It is used as an expression of
“shevach” - thanksgiving and praise to Hashem. The Rambam in Sefer HaMitzvot emphasizes
the importance of thanking Hashem on the night of Pesach specifically, commemorating the
many kindnesses done to ensure Bnei Yisrael’s safe departure from Egypt. For this reason, too,
the section of “Arami Oved Avi” which emphasizes this very theme is a proper representation
of the entire Haggadah and therefore appropriate to say about both: “harei zeh meshubach”.

[I learned the above dvar torah from my father, Rabbi Michael Rosensweig.]
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In the plague of the frogs, the pasuk (verse) in Exodus 8:2 actually uses the term frog singularly
“One frog arose from the Nile and covered the land of Egypt”
Why is it only one frog, and how does one frog cover the entire land of Egypt? Rashi explains
this by saying that there was one big frog that emerged from the Nile, and that when it was hit,
it would spit out several smaller frogs. As the Egyptians continued to hit the frog, more frogs
emerged, until they covered the land.
There is an obvious question here: Why would the Egyptians keep hitting the frog? When they
realized that was making more and more frogs, exacerbating the problem, why didn’t they
stop?
Rav Yaakov Yisrael Kanievsky, also known as The Steipler Gaon, says that when a person
loses control, he loses his mind. The Egyptians were enraged by the frog, to the point where
they completely lost control. Losing control of their emotions made logic fly out the window.
The Egyptians were not even consciously choosing to hit the frog; they were being controlled
by their anger.
We see here the power of emotion: It can make or break us. For the Egyptians, their negative
emotions were their downfall. The Ramban’s letter to his son warns of the dangers of getting
angry, telling him to avoid it at all costs. Anger, bitterness, despair-- these emotions can fuel us
to act in a completely irrational way, and they push us off the deep end.
On the other hand, we can use go to the opposite extreme; we can use our positive emotions to go
above and beyond what we would normally do. At a wedding, we can be so happy that we spin
around and around until we get dizzy and fall over-- something we would never logically do,
but it is something that is m’sameach a kallah (makes a bride happy), and therefore performing
a huge mitzvah. If we’re passionate, it can drive us to working harder than we thought possible.
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There is a classic example of a mother getting a surge of adrenaline to pull a car off a baby.
What fuels that? Her emotion. Emotions are so powerful, and we have to make sure we use
this tool for good. Unlike the Egyptians, we should focus on building up positive emotions,
focusing on the best in life and letting that fuel us.
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The power of the makkot overwhelmed the Egyptians and crippled their society. They served
to educate the Egyptians of theological truth as well as to punish them. A closer analysis also
reveals that the makkot destabilized the power control that Pharaoh had over the Egyptain
people. A large part of Pharaoh’s success was due to his ability to unify the Egyptians against
the Jews, and the makkot tore apart this unity.
In the calculated process of enslaving the Jewish people, Pharaoh united his people and enlisted
the help of all segments of society to oppress the Israelite people1. In the first perek of Shemot,
Pharaoh tightened his grip on the Jewish people through a series of decrees, starting with
the forced labour, then progressing to the killing of newborns. As he issued these decrees,
he expanded the circle of citizens involved in enslaving the Jewish people. He enlisted the
taskmasters at first, but the Torah describes that the entire Egyptian nation was enslaving the
Jews. He first hired midwives, then decreed that all Egyptians should murder Israelite newborn
boys. In each of these instances Pharaoh not only mobilized royal servants but also the entire
nation. The ability of Pharaoh to unite his people combined with their lack of protesting
enslaved the Jewish people. The makkot undid this.
While Pharaoh united his people against the Israelites, the makkot broke down the hold that
Pharaoh established, and different classes of Egyptian society began to question him. Dissent
rises from the Egyptians as the plagues progress. Discord grows in the third plague, lice.
Pharaoh’s magicians fail at reproducing this plague, recognizing that it is “the finger of God ,’’
yet Pharaoh’s heart is hardened. In the plague of hail, barad, the God-fearing Egyptians were
granted the opportunity to bring in their cattle for protection. The unity that Pharaoh tried to
develop within the Egyptian people collapses as his advisors and citizens recognize the power
of God and and as a result, are willing to challenge Pharaoh’s authority.
Ultimately, the plagues illustrate that Pharaoh failed in his attempt to enslave the Israelite
people by pitting the Egyptians against them. While originally the Egyptians “came to dread
the Israelites” (Shemot 1:12), by the time of the Exodus, the people looked up to Moshe. The
fact that the makkot impacted the entire Egyptian nation allowed for the hold on the Jews to
be released as the Egyptians rejected Pharaoh’s authority and recognized the Divine hand
involved.
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When translated to English, “Dayenu” means “it would have been enough for us”. At various
moments in the seder, we are reminded to take our national history personally. We try to imagine
what it would have been like to be part of the generation that left Egypt. We hypothesize what
our lives today would be like if Hashem had not taken us out of Egypt. While the celebration
of Pesach is national, we make it personal by bringing ourselves into the story.
How can we expand the communal and historical appreciation expressed in Dayenu to our
personal lives? To do so, we must understand that appreciation is at the core of having “enough”.
When Yaakov and Eisav meet in Parshat Vayishlach, each one describes the wealth that he
has amassed in their time apart. Eisav says “I have a lot”, implying that regardless of how
much he has, he is - and will always be - lacking more wealth. In contrast, Yaakov says “I have
everything”, demonstrating that he is fulfilled by what he has been given in life. Both were
wealthy, but their respective level of appreciation for what they had been given highlights two
very different perspectives.
The key to being satisfied is in the expectations we set for our realities. The difference between
looking at the metaphorical glass-half-empty and glass-half-full is not the glass itself or the
liquid it contains, but our perspective of how much there is relative to how much there should
be. To illustrate: Is $100 a large sum? Or is it a small sum? Relative to $1, it’s a lot of money.
Relative to $10,000, it’s not that much. Without the context of what you are comparing the
$100 to, you can’t determine if it’s a large or small amount of money. Having “enough” is a
matter of perspective. It is our interpretation of what happens when reality meets expectations.
We can interpret our reality as exceeding expectations by differentiating what we need from
what we want. One of the blessings in Birchot Hashachar is “she’asah li kol tzarki”, praising
Hashem for giving each individual everything that they need. It can be difficult to reconcile
the notion that we have everything we need with the opportunities throughout Tefilah to ask
Hashem for things that we do not have. Do we have everything, or do we not have everything?
The question becomes whether we have an Eisav mentality or a Yaakov mentality with regards
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to appreciation for the blessings in our lives. It becomes a question of what our expectations
are. We can set ourselves up to expect more than we have, or we can trust that what we have
been given is all that we need.
When we feel that we don’t need more than what we have, we are able to approach what
we have been given with a greater sense of gratitude. This is the mentality with which we
approach Dayenu. We list the experiences we have been given as a nation and say that we did
not need more to be fulfilled. Each experience was a blessing from Hashem that requires our
appreciation.
As we sing (or say) Dayenu, we have the opportunity to expand what we are appreciative for
on a national level to what we are appreciative for on a personal level. When we embody the
mentality that we are not lacking in what we are meant to have, we give ourselves the space to
appreciate the goodness of what there is in our lives. We are each gifted with blessings from
Hashem and it is up to us to recognize and appreciate their presence in our lives.
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Over the course of Dayenu, we enumerate a long list of incredible things that Hashem has
given us, emphasizing that had we only had each step individually, it would have been enough
for us. After reading through the list which includes what seems like the most crucial events
in the story of the Jewish people’s exodus from Mitzrayim, the question begs itself; how could
any one of these things truly be enough in and of itself?
Rav Yisrael Meir Lau, in his haggadah “Yachel Yisrael” focuses on the sentence that states;
אלו קרבנו לפני הר סיני ולא נתן לנו את התורה דיינו
If we would have gotten to Har Sinai but not gotten the Torah, it would have been enough.
How can it be that it would have been enough to have gone all the way to Har Sinai even if
we had not received the Torah? Wasn’t the entire point of the journey out of Mitzrayim and
through Midbar Sinai for the ultimate objective of receiving the Torah?
Rav Lau explains that the journey to Har Sinai itself was not just a means to an end, but
rather an end in and of itself. The pasuk says “Vayichan Sham Yisrael Neged Ha’Har”, Bnei
Yisrael encamped there in front of the mountain (Shemot 19:2). In the entire Torah, this is the
only time that Bnei Yisrael is spoken about in the singular form (Vayichan), as opposed to the
more grammatically expected in plural. The Medrash as quoted by Rashi explains that during
every other part of the journey, during their travelling and encampment, the nation camped
with discord between them and they were not one unified whole. However, when it came to
camping at Har Sinai, it says Vayichan in singular to emphasize that it was uniquely at this
point that Bnei Yisrael united as one. This intentional singularity of the pasuk implies that it
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was partly due to this unification that Hashem decided that He needs to give the Torah to Bnei
Yisrael. That togetherness and collective peace that happened at Har Sinai was Dayeinu, that
itself would have been enough.
Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya said “Im Ein Derech Eretz Ein Torah” (Avot 3:21). This can be
understood to mean that in a certain sense, derech eretz is a prerequisite for Torah. When Bnei
Yisrael put aside their discord and accepted the responsibility of derech eretz, they were able
to camp by Har Sinai “K’eesh Echad B’leiv Echad”, as one man as one heart. We became one
through the development of collective derech eretz and unity. That is a prerequisite for Torah,
and once they developed it, only then they were able to get the Torah. Going to Har Sinai
would have been enough because it was there that we developed into people with derech eretz.
That development of collective derech eretz and unity through camping at Har Sinai ultimately
enabled Bnei Yisrael to become eligible for receiving the Torah. Once they developed that
derech eretz, they were then able to get the Torah.
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We have just spent many hours going through Maggid, telling the story of our slavery, singing
sad songs and reading about terrible times for the Jews. Then, all of a sudden, we break out in
song as if we are very happy about what we just talked about.
What is this all about? Should we be happy about these terrible times?
Dayenu is a thank you letter. A note to the being who gave everything to us and handed us the
laws and a homeland. We thank Hashem for the good times while we were being oppressed
and the good times going into Israel. But through all this, there was so many bad times- are
we just supposed to forget about the past 3 hours of discussing the slavery to thank Hashem?
We learn from Nachum Ish Gamzu that everything Hashem does is for the good, but can we
really say that this slavery was valuable?
Dayenu is here to show us the amazing journey the Jews experienced that led to receiving the
Torah and entering Israel. All we want to do is thank Hashem for all he has done for us.
If we think about the words of Dayenu, you will notice all of the positive things that came out
of slavery:
* Thank you, Hashem, for the last plague, the death of the first born, seeing hundreds
of people who have made the past years miserable for the Jews, die before their eyes.
This allowed us to receive the wealth of the Egyptians and leave Egyptvictorious.
* Thank you Hashem for bringing us to the Yam Suf and out of Egypt, killing the rest
of our oppressors together with their possessions instantly while we walk onto dry land.
* Thank you, Hashem, for sustaining us through our years in the desert with
the amazing manna that you provided and for all the protection along the way.
Thank you for Shabbos when we can rest and forget about all the work we have.
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* Thank you, Hashem, for bringing us to Har Sinai and giving us the amazing Torah
with its many laws so that we can serve you.
* Lastly, thank you Hashem for bringing us to the homeland where we can flourish and
finally govern ourselves.
Yes, we had these miserable years of slavery, we lost people along the way and lost our faith
in Hashem. However, through all this Hashem stayed with us through each step. He brought us
Moshe who had a sister protecting him from the day he was born. He brought Shifra and Puah
to ensure the continuity of the Jewish people and the list goes on. With all the bad, we have so
much to be thankful for.
Dayenu is a time to reflect. To think about what we are thankful for since last Pesach. Ponder
all the amazing opportunities you were able to have and all the time you spent with those
you love. It’s a time to forget about not being able to eat pizza and cookies, forget about the
hardships that you have had in the last year and thank Hashem for allowing you to be here at
this moment with the people you love and the religion that we hold so dear. When we think of
all the positive events in our lives, we can realize that our hardships really are all for our best
interest.
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The maggid portion of the Pesach seder follows a pattern of “matchilin b’genut u’misayamin
b’shevach” (Mishnah Pesachim 10:4), progressing from a discussion of slavery to one of
redemption (according to Shmuel’s interpretation, Pesachim 1116a) This order is intuitive,
being that it is both chronologically accurate and emotionally uplifting. However, when
we reach this symbolic section of the seder introduced by Rabban Gamliel, we follow the
order he prescribes: pesach, matzah, then maror. Seemingly, this order is strange. Why does
Rabban Gamliel reverse the order of events, ending with maror which commemorates the
bitterness, and preceding it with matzah, which chronologically appears at the end of the story,
in the moments of redemption? After eating these symbolic foods, we are literally left with a
bitter taste in our mouths. Should we not exit this portion of the seder with the sweet taste of
redemption and a smile on our lips?
The Maaseh Nissim, Rav Yaakov Lorberbaum, in his commentary on the Haggadah, writes that
our redemption from Mitzrayim had significance beyond the freedom from physical slavery.
The essence of our redemption was not to be free from enslavement, but it was a spiritual goal
to continue on to Har Sinai and become servants of G-d. The Maaseh Nissim points out that
even had we been treated as royalty in Egypt, we still would have required a redemption of
sorts in order to reach our spiritual potential. Had maror preceded matzah in Rabban Gamliel’s
order, the value of matzah would seemingly be limited to the fact that it followed bitterness.
However, our redemption is much more than that. It is not merely a negation of suffering, but a
means to a life of purpose. Acknowledging the matzah first highlights the inherent significance
of redemption, indicating that there is value in our freedom independent of its prior slavery.
Alternatively, the Bnei Yissaschar (Nisan, section 9) discusses the inherent spiritual value of
the maror stage in our history. Our persecution in Mitzrayim is what engendered a sense of
unique national identity necessary to distinguish us as Hashem’s people worthy of receiving
the Torah. The bitterness played a vital role in the ultimate spiritual purpose of redemption.
Through alternate reasoning, the Bnei Yissaschar concludes as well that maror must be
acknowledged after matzah. Although we now see the maror stage as a necessary prerequisite
to our redemption as ovdei Hashem, this aspect of bitterness could not be fully appreciated until
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after we were redeemed. Only one who has surpassed a challenge has the privilege of seeing
its full benefit in hindsight. Therefore, only once we experience the redemption inherent in the
matzah can we understand the purifying role that the maror had. There is no longer a question
of ending with a bitter taste. Through this perspective, after eating matzah followed by maror
we are in fact left with the sweet taste of clarity and appreciation for what the combination of
matzah and maror represents.
Perhaps the beauty of this combination is symbolized by the following step in the seder, korech.
Once the maror is appreciated, we can understand that the purpose of slavery and redemption
were one and the same, for our development into a holy nation. It now makes sense to combine
them into a single flavor. The Or Hachaim, commenting on the mitzvah of maror in Shemot
12:18, writes that it is common to eat bitter herbs together with other foods to enhance their
flavor through contrast. In this light, maror is not meant to be a sole bitter taste but an enhancer
of the korban pesach. Again, in combining bitterness with redemption, the result is a pleasant
and intensified taste.
Despite this newfound appreciation of maror, it is possible that there is reason for us to be left
with a bitter aftertaste. Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks teaches that “my freedom is never sacrificed
to yours, or purchased at the cost of someone else’s,” and that therefore the purpose of maror
is “to remember the sharp taste of affliction and never be tempted to afflict others.” (Covenant
and Conversation, Parshat Bo). Shortly after our redemption from Mitzrayim, we are
commanded,“וגר לא תלחץ ואתם ידעתם את נפש הגר כי גרים הייתם בארץ מצרים.” (Shemot 23:9). We
must not afflict a ger because we were once gerim ourselves in Mitzrayim. Rashi explains that
we must have empathy for strangers by drawing on our memory of how it felt to be a stranger.
Nechama Leibowitz points out the parallel use of the shoresh  ץחלboth in relation to our slavery
and the prohibition of afflicting a ger, because this exact oppression is embedded in our race
memory from Mitzrayim to prevent us from afflicting others in the future (Iyunnim B’Sefer
Shemot, Parshat Mishpatim). Once redeemed, it is easy to become arrogant and to forget that
there ever was a time before freedom. Had we been left with the taste of the matzah, the
maror’s bitterness would be suppressed and forgotten. As we eat the maror following the
matzah and a bitter taste remains, we are forced to remember our enslavement beyond our time
of redemption. It is this bitter aftertaste that builds empathy within us, leaving a lasting
impression on our tongues that we would not be so soon to inflict on another. We must remember
that although we may experience instances of personal freedom, it is incumbent upon us to
preserve the taste of suffering and look beyond ourselves to assist in the redemption of those
tasting bitterness around us.
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In no section of the Haggadah do we engage ourselves more experientially than we do in
Maggid. At this point, we have experienced the suffering of slavery and have ascended the
great heights of freedom in our exodus from Mitzrayim. If one were to glimpse into Jewish
home during Maggid on Seder Night, the scene would depict tears of pain, laughter, songs of
joy and inspiration.
We are taught, “”חַ ּיָב אָ דָ ם לִ ְראֹות אֶ ת עַצְ מֹו כְ ִאּלּו הּוא יָצָ א ִמ ִּמצְ ַריִ ם- we must FEEL as if we have left
Mitzrayim. In fact, continues the Mishna, this is the mandate of Maggid in the seder, as it says,
“אתי ִמ ִּמצְ ָריִ ם
ִ ֵ ּבַ עֲבּור זֶה עָׂשָ ה ה’ לִ י ּבְ צ,”וְ הִ ּג ְַדּתָ לְ בִ נְ ָך ּבַ ּיֹום הַ הּוא לֵאמֹ ר- emphasizing that Hashem has done
this for ME as I left Mitzrayim. The only way to truly experience something, is for us to FEEL
it.
Accordingly, a startling question arises. At the apex of this feeling, at the moment we are about
to praise Hashem in song and thank Him for redeeming US, we break out into… a halachic
discussion? We begin to discuss the minutia, and details regarding the order of eating the
Pesach, Matzah and Maror? Why does the Haggadah feel that Rabbi Gamliel’s discussion
should be at this exact place? Why not save it for a less intensely-emotional section of the
Haggadah? What is going on?
In his Haggadah, “From Despair to Destiny”, Rabbi Aharon Marcus asks and answers this
question. He explains that following Rabbi Gamliel, the Haggadah ironically continues with
the mandate of “B’chol dor va’dor chayav adam lirot et atzmo k’eelu hu yatza mimitrayim”
- to FEEL as if each and every one of us have left Mitzrayim. In fact, says Rabbi Marcus, the
optimal placement for this discussion is right before the experiential mandate.
But the question still stands- Why?
As we are about to deeply connect and relate to the events of Yetzias Mitzrayim, we must take
a step back. We need to ground ourselves amid the intense emotional rollercoaster we currently
find ourselves on during Seder night.
The Haggadah is addressing the balance between Ahava and Yirah and its application to our
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service of Hashem. While maintaining utmost importance to the experiential experience of
emotion, Rabbi Gamliel comes to address the practical side of our service to Hashem. Moments
of intense feeling and inspiration are admirable, but not outside the context of structure.
What is this structure? Says Rabbi Marcus, this is the world of Halacha. The practical and
sometimes seemingly uninspiring Halacha is not merely a necessity, or a prerequisite to living
a committed Jewish lifestyle. Rather, the framework of Halacha is exactly what allows for the
intense emotions to be felt. Without this framework, what truly is our Pesach experience? As
Rabbi Marcus says, is it merely an utterance of words without internal feeling? Or external
feeling without fulfilling our Halachic obligations of the Seder night? No. Rather, we are
called on to achieve this delicate balance of both. Only from within the context of structure,
does one then have the ability to facilitate moments of inspiration and elevation.
As we learn in the Mishna, “”שאין לך בן חורין אלא מי שעוסק בתלמוד תורה- true freedom is learning
Torah. In today’s society, external outlets and indulgences such as technologies and ideologies
seem to be more freeing and lack inhibiting restraint. Yet, in truth, real freedom is achieved
with structure. Having the Torah as a guide to life enables man to actualize his true potential,
thus providing him with the greatest possible freedom.
A mashal by Mrs. Schoonmaker so poignantly highlights this point. A man possesses a beautiful
vase. To fulfill its function, he realizes he must fill it with water. Yet as he fills it up, the water
begins to flow from a hidden crack in the bottom of the vase. The nimshal is striking. While the
water may be the Ikar of a vase, a broken vessel cannot retain even the smallest drop of liquid.
One first needs a solid and practical container (the vase) to be able to retain and produce much
growth. A plant without water to nurture it is useless as well- it needs the life-force of water
to sustain it.
Judaism is replete with opportunities for growth and inspiration. However, to reach those
moments, one must be rooted in firm beliefs and practices, allowing for true growth to sprout.
Only with stability and consistency can one find the space to experience true encounters
with Gd, thus developing a real, vibrant and evolving relationship with Him. Halacha is this
foundation, and through it, we have the ability to expand our awareness of Gd in every moment
of our lives.
Therefore, the Haggadah is compelled to place Rabbi Gamliel’s halachic discussion at this
exact juncture. Before we move to the mandate of experience, we must be grounded in the
practical; in the halachic inner-workings of the Seder night.
Throughout our strict adherence to Halacha, may we be zoche to thrive in lives of inspirational
and experiential Judaism. And through that, may we merit the ultimate Geulah- Bimheira
Biyameinu Amen.
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According to Maimonides in the Mishneh Torah, there are two versions of the Haggadah:
הגדה של פסח-- ”“בכל דור ודור חייב אדם לראות את עצמו כאלו הוא יצא ממצרים
“In every generation, a person must see himself as if he had left Egypt” - Text of the Haggadah
הגדה של פסח לפי-- ” חייב אדם להראות את עצמו כאלו הוא יצא ממצרים,“ובכל דור ודור
.משנה תורה
“And in every generation, one must show himself as if he had left Egypt” - Text of the Haggadah
according to Maimonides’s Mishneh Torah
In an attempt to reconcile the two versions of the הדגה, one might suggest that seeing oneself as a
liberated slave leads to presenting oneself as such. In some cases, self-reflection leads to changing the
way in which one acts in the world. In other cases, action must precede understanding.
The obligation to “see” and/or “show” oneself as a liberated slave suggests that memory is a twofold
process that involves both reflection and action. Just as the commandment to remember Amalek
imposes an obligation, so too, the commandment to remember the slavery in Egypt cannot be fulfilled
through passive memory alone.
The commandment to tell the story of leaving Egypt assumes that present and future generations
will otherwise forget. The Pesach seder assumes that there is a human ability to create memories
that enable one to do things that would have otherwise been impossible. By trying to enact the story
during the seder, Jews take on the challenge of changing their present and future. In Judaism, the act
of remembering is supposed to serve as a stimulus for ethical and spiritual behavior.
During the seder, one can fulfill the double command to show and to see oneself as having come forth
from Egypt by retelling the story in one’s own words and through the lens of one’s own experience. By
acting out parts of the seder, or by retelling the narrative as though one personally experienced leaving
Egypt, one shows oneself as a participant in this story. Using the story of the nation leaving Egypt as
a framework for exploring personal liberation, struggles, or current political struggles, causes one to
see oneself as a participant in the continuing journey toward freedom.
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“בכל דור ודור חייב אדם להראות את עצמו כאלו הוא יצא ממצרים שנאמר והגדת לבנך ביום ההוא לאמור
”.בעבור זה עשה ה’ לי בצאתי ממצרים
“In every generation needs a person to show himself as he came out of Egypt”, like it says
and you should tell your son on that day what Hashem did for me when I came out of Egypt.“
(Pasuk from Pesachim 116b)
Upon first reading this Pasuk, there are multiple questions that one can ask themselves. What
does it mean to see yourself as if you have been redeemed from Egypt? We did not physically
leave Egypt, so how can we see ourselves as if we were there?
We need to see ourselves as still being enslaved in Egypt, and as if we had not been redeemed”
. If we would not have been taken out, Bnei Yisroel as a nation would still be enslaved until
this day. Even though we didn’t physically experience slavery and redeption, our ancestors
have. Had Bnei Yisroel not been redeemed, we would still be slaves, and would not have had
the privilege of living a Torah Life.
If we are remembering Bnei Yisroel being free, why does it specify “ for me” in the singular
tense and not for us, in the plural tense?
The Netziv (Rabbi Naftali Tzvi Yehuda Berlin) says that when one recites the verse above, they
have to say that the entire world was created for them. Everyone has to see Yetziat Mitzrayim,
the exodus,as a personal miracle. Although we didn’t personally leave Egypt, or physically
experience what the hardships were like there, “Egypt” also can also be a state of mind, not
only a geographical location. In Hebrew, the word Egypt, or “Mitzrayim” is very similar to the
word “meitzarim” , which means limitations. Leaving Egypt means overcoming our personal
struggles and spiritual battles, in hope of becoming a better person and reaching our spiritual
potential to the greatest level.
We have to view ourselves as a nation who is able to achieve this freedom. “In every generation”
teaches us that change is always possible.
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Rachtzah is often dismissed as the step of the Seder night where there isn’t very much to
think about. We’ve just told our entire Yetziat Mitzrayim story in Maggid, everyone’s hungry,
and now it’s time to get this (matzah) bread and wash beforehand as we tend to do as Jews.
However, just like most things in the Seder, we have to remember that tonight’s washing is
different than all other nights we wash, and actually carries a deep spiritual significance. The
Yismach Yisrael explains that behind this familiar action of washing before eating bread, we
are actually connecting to God in a way that is totally unique to our seder experience thus far.
We connect the simple meaning of the word “rachtzah” “wash,” to the pasuk in Yeshayahu 4:4,
in which Yeshayahu prophesied about the coming days of Mashiach, that “Hashem will have
washed away the dirt of the daughters of Tzion.” The Yismach Yisrael explains that it is no
coincidence that our step of Rachtza in the Haggadah alludes to this very pasuk, showing that
“with Hashem’s help we will become worthy of removing all the sins from our lives by telling
the story of the Exodus,” just as we will merit to wash away our sins in the days of Mashiach.
As the Rambam famously writes in Hilchot Teshuva, the only way in which to fully move past
our mistakes is to “verbally confess and state these matters which he resolved in his heart.”
Meaning, that as we finish up Maggid and have verbally told over the trials and tribulations
we experienced as a nation in Mitzrayim, we become ready for the goal of the Seder process,
that of being able to now wash away the mistakes of our past and renew our relationship and
faith in Hashem.
Within the word Rachzah itself, we again allude to this deeply spiritual idea of using our
past to move us forward and proclaim with this step of Rachtzah that “Bah Ani Rachitz” “in
Him do I put my trust”. We use these very words on Yom Kippur day as we proclaim, “...אָל
“ ”אָנְציִחָר ׁשָנֱא לַעNot in a man I trust, not in anything outside of God, I rely rather on the God
of Heaven, that is a God of truth, and His Torah is truth, and His prophets are truth, and Who
performs many acts that are good and truth”... “In Him I trust.” The essential step after we
re-tell the painful and redemptive story of Mitzaryim in Maggid is all about internalizing that
despite the struggles of the past, we see that Hashem saved us then and will continue to save
us through all our future tribulations as the Jewish nation. In that, and in Him, we express our
trust through washing our hands, along with washing away our mistakes, as we move forward
in our Seder journey.
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Motzi Matzah is the seventh step of the Pesach Seder. At this point in the Seder, the second
and final Biblical commandment of the night is fulfilled. The first, retelling the story of Yetziat
Mitzrayim took place during Maggid, and the second, the eating of the matzah, takes place
now. As the Sefer Hachinuch (Mitzvah 10) explains regarding many of the mitzvot that take
place on the night of the Seder, the mitzvah of eating matzah commemorates all of the miracles
and wonders that God performed while taking the Jewish people out of Egypt. The word
“matzah” appears numerous times throughout Tanach, usually in reference to the food, the
unleavened bread. Interestingly, there are three times the Tanach uses the word “matzah,”
not to refer to the baked good, but rather the word translates to “strife” or “argument.” This
word association is somewhat surprising! After all, Pesach represents a time of celebration,
freedom, and positivity. Why would one of the most meaningful mitzvot of the night share
the same etymology as a behavior that involves aggression, hostility, and negativity? Perhaps
analyzing these three pesukim will help bring insight to this question.
Shlomo Hamelech writes in Mishlei (13:10) “ק־ּבזָדֹון יִ ֵ ּ֣תן מַ ָּצ֑ה
ְ ֭ ר.”
ַ Rashi, among other commentators
are quick to point out that “matzah” here has the same meaning as the words “machloket” and
“meriva.” Although, the Malbim explains that “matzah” has a more powerful connotation than
“meriva” since the former refers to an even greater tension than the latter, a dispute that is just
shy of breaking out into war. As a whole, the Malbim understands that the pasuk speaks out
against a person with “zadon,” arrogance, who makes it his mission to publicly argue against
the words of the Chachamim. This dangerous form of arrogance has the potential to turn
simple “merivot,” differences of opinion, into an outright “matzah.”
The next pasuk that includes this alternative understanding of the word “matzah” is also found
in Sefer Mishlei (17:19), אֹ֣ ֵ ֽהב ֶּ֭פׁשַ ע אֹ ֵה֣ב מַ ָּצ֑ה. While the basic understanding of the pasuk sounds
like, a person that loves transgression also loves strife, Rashi explains that it isn’t a reference
to just any transgression, it is specifically a transgression committed unto other people. Based
on the next two words in the pasuk, מַ גְ ִ ּ֥ביּהַ ּפִ֝ ְת ֗חֹו, the Malbim specifies further. This person
transgresses through his prideful speech, the raising of his mouth so to speak, and the belief
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The third and final source of the unusual language of “matzah” comes from Sefer Yeshayahu
(58:4), predating the first two examples. The perek relates Hashem’s rebuke to the Jewish
people through Yeshayahu, concerning their lack of sincerity in religious practice. He laments
the fact that Bnei Yisrael appear to be part of a religious community that adheres to God’s ways,
but it is just a facade of righteousness, they are not actually interested in spiritual introspection.
The pasuk explains this contradictory attitude. The Jews gather together to fast and submit
themselves before Hashem, but they do so with contentious behavior toward their fellow men.
The Radak explains that this pasuk also connects to the characteristic of haughtiness since the
people act sincerely on the outside as if God does not know their true inner intentions. They
choose to ignore the omniscient nature of God, prefering to place themselves in charge and the
ones creating the rules of religious authenticity.
In addition to the similar terminology, the underlying theme that threads these three distinct
pesukim together is quite evident after analyzing them further. It seems that cases of “matzah”
or strife are caused by the immoral and destructive trait of gaavah, a disproportionately elevated
sense of one’s own importance. Perhaps this is exactly why the word “matzah” shares the same
name as the food eaten on Pesach. Lessons from the food matzah teach how to correct the
argumentative “matzah.” The former matzah represents the exact opposite of gaavah, it is
a bread of humility. On a linguistic level, the Torah (Devarim 16:3) describes the matzah as
“poor man’s bread” in reference to the persecution Bnei Yisrael suffered in Mitzrayim. Poverty
is certainly a humbling experience, the poor man does not have much to be arrogant about.
On a symbolic level, since matzah is not given time to rise, it results in a flat and unassuming
appearance. Compared to the inflated and seemingly pompous nature of chametz, matzah
anthropomorphically represents this attribute of humility.
Additionally, Rav Hershel Schachter (Days of Freedom, 23-24) develops the approach of the
Zohar that the matzah represents the concept of emunah in Hashem, faith in God. He explains
that one of the korbanot brought on Pesach, the minchat ha’omer, is unusual compared to all
other minchot since it contains barley grain, food typically associated with animal feed, as
opposed to the standard wheat, which is food typically associated with human consumption.
Since Pesach is a time of focusing on emunah, the blind obedience of the animal is favored
over the examining intellect of the human being in order to gain a baseline and primitive level
of faith. The matzah symbolizes this “elementary simplicity” or leap of faith attitude that can,
and sometimes should, contradict one’s initial intuition and sophistication. This process of
developing a sense of emunah is all about humility, the essence of the matzah. Recognizing
that there is a Being in charge and submitting one’s natural intellectual tendencies before
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God’s greater understanding is incredibly humbling. The step of Motzi Matzah teaches that
only through focusing deeply on the lessons of the matzah and its simple spirit can a person
work on removing, “lehotzi”, the other unfavorable nature of matzah from his or her heart.
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To understand the mitzvah of matzah a little more, it is helpful to make a connection between
Pesach and Shavuot.
There is an inherent connection between these two holidays. On the second night we will begin
counting the omer. There is a fifty day period between Pesach and Shavuot that we link by
having a daily reminder with the Sefirat HaOmer. This connection is so powerful that the way
the Torah dates Shavuot is in regards to pesach, fifty days after pesach.
The Akeidat Yitzchak, Rav Yitzchak Arama, connects between the matzah on Pesach and the
korban brought on Shavuot, the shtei haLechem. This korban is one of chametz. By contrasting
the matzah and the chametz he learns a deeper understanding of each. He explains that Pesach
is only the start of the redemption, not the complete redemption.
Isaiah Berlin, a twentieth century philosopher, expounds two concepts he terms positive liberty
and negative liberty. He explains that negative freedom is the lack of external factors bearing
down on one’s freedom. It is the absence of externalities dictating how to act. Positive freedom,
he explains, is one's ability to act freely and do as one pleases.
Pesach gave the Jewish people negative freedom. God took Bnei Yisroel out of Egypt. There
were now no externalities forcing them to be/act a certain way. They were out of the reign of
Pharaoh and now wandering in the desert. They were free in the sense that there was nothing
forcing them to do anything. Shavuot, on the other hand, grants positive freedom. This is when
Bnei Yisroel received the torah and were now under the jurisdiction of God. They had the
freedom to follow the torah and God’s commandments. The infrastructure that the Torah gave
them was the freedom to serve God.
Positive freedom can only come when there is negative freedom. An enslaved nation with a
Torah would mean nothing. And a free nation with no Torah would also not be meaningful.
Only when there is both negative freedom, the lack of external boundaries, and positive
freedom, the ability to choose to serve, can Bnei Yisroel truly fulfill their full potential and be
a free nation serving God.
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Pesach is the holiday of matzah and negative freedom. Matzah represents a lack of
potential. Before the flour and water have a chance to rise, the potential is shot down.
This is negative freedom. Although there are no inhibitors, there is also nothing pushing
growth and meaning. Matzah is flat and lacks that potential for growth. It is the bread
that was eaten while they were on the run escaping the inhibitors but not yet at their
positive freedom. Only when there is structure, positive freedom, is there room for
potential. Only once they receive the torah and gain that infrastructure are they able to
be free to act and serve God.
Shavuot is the holiday of bread and positive freedom. Chametz represents potential-water and flour mix together for the potential to make bread. On Pesach we eat matzah,
and on Shavuot we bring a korban with chametz. Only when we have ‘freedom from’ is
there an ability to have ‘freedom to’. Chametz and matzah are not opposites; chametz is
matzah with more potential and progression.
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During the Seder we have a Mitzvat Asei - positive commandment - to eat Maror in order to remind us
of the bitterness we endured in Mitzrayim. Rav Moshe Tzvi Weinberg quotes the Ohev Yisroel ZT”L,
who suggests an alternate way to view Maror, in which it is viewed as part of the story of Geula,
redemption. Without Maror, there cannot be Geula. This is an important lesson in our day-to-day
lives: oftentimes things may seem bitter at first but in time, we see that Hashem has a master plan. Rav
Moshe Wolfson told a story about a Tzadik, righteous person, from Keminke whose son passed away
on Shabbos. He possessed super human strength, however, and was able to control his emotions to
prevent them from detracting from the Kedusha of Shabbos. He asked that a strong wine be brought
out for him and his Chevra. He turned to the Chevra and said: it takes a connoisseur to appreciate a
good, dry wine. You have to understand what a quality wine is to appreciate this over a bubbly, sweet
wine. This is what our relationship with HaKadosh Baruch Hu is like; not every moment is easy to
digest. Rather, some moments require a certain depth and maturity in order to appreciate them. To be
able to go through a Tzara - painful time - and say, “I will not let it take away from Shabbos,” takes
an incredible amount of greatness. A child will not understand this but a Gadol can appreciate that it is
high quality rather than just labeling it bitter.
R’ Wolfson suggests that perhaps this is what the Ohev Yisroel meant: that we must appreciate the
depth of the Maror and extract some of its sweetness that leads to Geula. Sometimes in life we can
only taste the bitterness of the moment, but when we take a step back, we realize that it is all part of
Hashem’s master plan that will lead us to Geula, redemption.
Rabbi Wallerstein notes that Parshas Vayichi, the last parsha in Bereishis, ends with the word
Mitzrayim. The other four Seforim end with the word Yisroel. Furthermore, it ends with Yosef’s death
as they buried him in a coffin in Mitzrayim. Yosef wanted to be buried in Eretz Yisroel but he realized
that if the Jewish people did not have hope in Mitzrayim they would fall apart. So he said that he would
be buried in Mitzrayim because he knew that one day he would be brought to Eretz Yisroel. Yosef was
essentially saying, “Just like I will be saved and brought to my final destination, so too, you will be.”
When Hashem split the sea, it was an act that went against nature. According to the Midrash, the sea
only split because it saw Yosef’s coffin. Yosef broke his own human nature in his interaction with
Potifar’s wife and when he did not take revenge on his brothers. Because of his greatness, the sea
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split and Bnei Yisroel crossed through and received the Torah. Therefore, if Yosef was not buried in
the coffin in Mitzrayim, the sea would not have split. So the last word in Breishis, which previously
seemed to end on a bad note, ends up being the best way to end the Sefer. From this we can see that
even the things that seem harsh in life have a larger purpose which is not always revealed at the outset.
Finally, in order to fulfill our Mitzvah on the seder night, we have to speak about Pesach, Matzah, and
Maror. Rav Moshe Tzvi Weinberg quotes the Bnei Yissaschar who asks, “Why is Marror last in the
order of the Seder if we experienced the bitterness before enjoying the freedom?” The answer is that
only after we taste a bit of Matza, the symbol of Geula, are able to recognize that the Maror is truly an
integral part of the Geula. It becomes clear that the Maror was part of the bigger plan. At the end of the
day it is the Maror that leads to the Geula, as it is our struggles that help us build up spiritual muscle,
make us who we are, and ultimately take us to the final redemption.
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I never liked maror to be honest, I actually really dislike it. However, after reading Rabbi
Shmuel Goldin’s take on it, which I am sharing with you here, I hope we all are able to find
meaning in eating it, even if we don’t like the taste.
When talking about the Korban Pesach the Torah says “U’matzot al merorim yochluhu” (and
matzot, with bitter herbs shall they eat), effectively commanding us to eat maror AND matzot.
Upon a first read, one might think that the eating of the matzot and maror are commanded
together, however eating matzot is actually commanded again whereas eating maror is not. It
is for this reason that the Rabbis say that matzot are required even without the Korban Pesach
(because it is commanded again in another context), while maror (which is not commanded
again) is technically not required without the Korban Pesach. Now, if you’re like me and are
wondering why we still need to eat the maror, it is because it is a mitzvah derabanan, made to
remind us of what we did when we had the Korban Pesach. Even more than a “bitter” reminder,
the eating of maror symbolizes that while we don’t have our Beit Hamikdash right now and
while we have adapted to new times, we must not accept this new reality. Adapting has been
a critical part of the Jewish survival, but the refusal to accept any new reality is what keeps us
aware of our responsibility to always be making things better, and to long for a new reality that
will include Beit Hamikdash, which we hope will be built very soon BeZrat HaShem.
Now that we have discussed why it is so essential to have the maror along with the matzah, we
must examine how we eat the two. The mitzvah to eat matzah is fulfilled even if you swallow
it without tasting it (although this is not ideal). In contrast, the mitzvah of eating maror is NOT
fulfilled if you do not taste it. This is because matzah is inherently symbolic, its use is not
contingent on its physical effect upon us. Maror is the opposite, it is not symbolic but rather a
tool. What use is a beautiful picture if you do not see it? What use is a burning bush if nobody
takes note of it? What use is the bitterness if we do not taste it and remind ourselves of why
we include it? For these reasons maror must be not only included, but also tasted. This year
instead of disliking the maror, I hope that we all find meaning in the experience.
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When the Torah was given to Bnei Yisrael at Har Sinai, Shemot 32:15 says that the laws were
engraved in the luchot. The language of engraving connotes a sense of rigidness and strictness;
it seems that the laws of the Torah are restrictive. We often find ourselves feeling restrained
by laws in the Torah. Why can’t we do work on shabbos? Why can’t I eat at the food court
when I’m on a trip? The entire Talmud expounds on rules of the Torah and it goes through the
particular nuances of each and every section of law! We may ask why it is necessary for the
Torah to have such a detailed and complex law system.
The Gemara Eruvin 54 explains how the pasuk of engraving is meant to be read: “As it is
stated: “Engraved”; do not read it engraved [charut] but rather freedom [cheirut].” The
Torah should not be viewed as being restrictive, but rather as offering freedom. How so?
The concept of freedom has been addressed throughout the generations of society. John Locke
outlines the concept of the Social Contract. The Social Contract is an agreement that people
make with their government, in which the people agree to give up their personal liberties in
return for their safety. The people subject themselves to the laws of the government because
otherwise society would not function. For instance, in Lord of the Flies, the young boys are
left on an island with no authority. The initial sense of freedom is soon overtaken by the chaos
which results from the lack of rules. Humans can not live in a society with no rules.
The Netivot Shalom illustrates the nature of freedom in his piece on Eved Ivri. A person will
always be a slave, but he can choose where his servitude lies. You can either be a slave to your
yotzer or yetzer. Yotzer refers to Hashem, to the one who created you, and Yetzer refers to your
inclinations. If a person lives according to the Torah, his life will be structured in a productive
and meaningful framework. Restrictions force man to stay on the right path, even when he is
enticed by other values or overcome by apathy. In imagining that there were no restrictions
against using electricity on Shabbos, it is not unreasonable to predict that people would sit
on their couches, aimlessly scrolling through their phones for hours of the day. The rules of
Shabbos compel us to engage in meaningful relationships with the people around us, as well as
with the Ribono shel Olam. The Torah’s system of rules gives us freedom to lead a productive
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and meaningful life.
Philosopher Erich Fromm distinguishes between two types of freedom- “freedom from” and
“freedom to.” “Freedom from” is the freedom from bondage, but it is futile if there is no
goal to accomplish. “Freedom to” is the freedom to accomplish, and it is what offers man the
opportunity to strive for greatness. In the Pesach story, the Jews were given “freedom from”
Mitzrayim, where they were slaves to Pharaoh, and “freedom to” follow the Torah and become
servants once again, to the Ribono Shel Olam.
This concept of freedom is demonstrated in Korech. Korech comprises two main elements:
Matzah and Maror. Matzah is the expression of our freedom, as Bnei Yisrael hastily left
Mitzrayim without even allowing their bread to rise. Maror embodies the bitterness and pain
of slavery. In Korech, we combine the two foods to demonstrate their interwovenness- that
freedom does not exist without slavery. May we all be zoche to experience the true freedom
that the Torah offers, as it is represented by Korech on this night of Pesach.
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Korech teaches us that two seemingly contradicting themes, represented by Matzah and
Marror, can actually strengthen one another. In this step of the Haggadah, we are instructed
to take a kezayit of the third matzah and a kezayit of marror dipped in charoset, althoughmany
shake off the excess after dipping.We then say the passage of “Zecher L’Mikdash K’Hillel” and
lean while eating this Matzah/Marror sandwich. The Gemara in Pesachim (115a) discusses
the two opinions of the Tannaim regarding how one must eat the Korban Pesach. In Sefer
Shemot (12:8) it states that the Korban Pesach should be eaten WITH matzah and marror.
According to Hillel, this means that one should eat them together like a sandwich. Rabanan,
on the other hand, disagrees with Hillel and states that it is not necessary to eat it all at the
same time. Nowadays, while we eat the Matzah and Marror together during Korech, we recite
the brachot on the Matzah and Marror beforehand and eat them separately first. According to
many Rishonim, this is because we are doing it Zecher L’Mikdash since we no longer have a
Korban Pesach today.
There must be significant meaning in Hillel’s approach towards the pesukim that encouraged
him to believe that we should be eating the Marror and Matzah together, and perhaps a concept
so powerful that it has left us performing Korech until this day -- despite not having the Beit
HaMikdash and Korban Pesach anymore. Rav Yosef Tzvi Rimon notes that Matzah represents
freedom, and Marror represents slavery. Just moments ago, we reflected on these two concepts
as their own entities. However, Korech comes to teach us that freedom and slavery together
is what ultimatelty brings us to Geulah. Perhaps, the slavery that the marror is highlighting
here is not simply of physcial labor, but rather that of self-control and the ability to go against
our own desires. Being free does not simply mean having the freedom to do as one pleases,
but rather to do what is right. Rav Rimon explains that through the experience of slavery, Bnei
Yisrael were able “to accept authority, to be obidient”. The acceptance of authority, and the
ability to fight natural inclinations combined with freedom and closeness to Hashem is what
the Matzah and Marror represent when they are together. Rav Kook explains that the concept
of servitude in relation to serving Hashem is actually “freedom in its purest state”. When we
were slaves to the Egyptains, the slavery was bitter. However, when we are slaves to Hashem,
we are actually free. Another concept that highlights the idea that slavery and freedom can
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actually work together to stregthen one another is found in a quote from Rav Shalom Dov Bear
of Lebavitch: “Eating matzah brings one to an awareness of Hashem. At times, however, this is
possible only when the matzah is coupled with marror — contrite bitterness at one’s distance
from Him. This bitterness will arouse Hashem’s mercies and encourage His assistance in a
person’s struggle to become conscious of Him’’. This statement highlights that the Matzah
and Marror can actually represent one’s personal connection to Hashem. At times, we feel
so close, and often we feel so far away. The Korech sandwich is here to teach us that these
two feelings, one of closeness and one of distance, are actually stronger when they are felt
together. Perhaps, when we feel the farthest from Hashem, we are actually beginning to regain
the feeling of closeness, that feeling of freedom.
This Pesach, when we eat the Korech sandwich, we should think about our dual responsibility
as a Jew. We must serve and we must connect. As free people, we are required to be an “Eved
Hashem”, someone who understands that his priority is to follow the authority of Torah and
Halacha. However, we must also learn from the words of the Lubavitcher Rebbe -- we must
spend our lives searching for Hashem and yearning to be close to him.
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Proceeding Shulchan Orech, we recite the first half of Hallel, and then following Shulchan
Orech we recite the second half of Hallel. Why do we eat a meal in the middle of the recitation
of Hallel and how is that significant to the essence of the seder night? Instead of looking at the
meal as an interruption of Hallel, it should actually be viewed as an important part of Hallel!
This is a special seudat hoda’ah which is an integral part of the Hallel on the seder night.
The deeper meaning of this seudah reveals the importance of connecting the physicality of
this world to Gd. While freedom involves the liberty from enslavement, it also requires the
celebration of life. Rav Kook writes “An important part of life is aesthetics and the fine things
of life. A life of freedom is not only lived on the level of survival, but on a higher plane of
enjoying the beautiful things of the world.”
On the seder night, while we reflect and attempt to experience that redemption of leaving
Egypt, we make sure to take the time to enjoy a meal of thanksgiving as well. During this meal,
it’s important that the conversations taking place are ones that belong in the middle of the
recitation of Hallel. Additionally, it’s critical to internalize the meaning behind the placement
of Shulchan Orech. In this world, we have the very special opportunity of taking the physicality
that exists before us and uplifting it to serve Hashem. One must note that Shulchan Orech is the
prime example of this fundamental concept. The praises that we sing during Hallel appear in a
more recognizable form of communication with G-d, while the depth of the seudah is far less
obvious. Essentially, that’s part of the greatness of Shulchan Orech; its deeper meaning must
be sought out by those participating.
Although uplifting the physicality of the seudah into a meal of thanksgiving is not simple, it is
an incredible opportunity that encompasses fundamental aspects of the seder night. We want
to experience the redemption that Bnei Yisrael once felt while also retelling the story of Pesach
to the younger generation. Shulchan Orech is a time where both of these can be accomplished.
During the meal we can tell over the story of leaving Egypt while internalizing the feeling of
freedom. May we all merit to fully take advantage of this special part of Hallel!
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Tzafun is by far the most polarizing step in our Pesach seder. As a kid, it was my favorite; hide
the matzah from my dad with my siblings, and giggle as he looked in the silliest places. As an
adult, I dread it; eat more cardboard as “dessert” on an intentionally already-full stomach. (I
now understand why my Dad didn’t enjoy the hunt as much as we did).
The rule for eating the afikoman (representing either the korban pesach itself or the matzah
that was eaten along with the korban) is very simple; it must be the last thing eaten for the
night, after a full shulchan orech meal. There seems to be much debate amongst rishonim as to
the purpose of this limitation, but they ultimately fall into two camps. Some rishonim say that
the taste of matzah needs to linger in our mouths and cannot be followed with anything else.
The Raavad believes that this taste in our mouth highlights the importance of the mitzvah and
our duty to make sure it gets finished with no remnant left over. Rav Yerucham Perlow echoes
this idea; though surrounded by many other mitzvot, the main mitzvah of the night, the mitzvah
of eating the matzah, should linger the longest.
The other camp holds that the requirement to eat it last ensures that it will be eaten on a full
stomach. This idea interested me the most- I was excited to hear the reason for the torture of
Matzah on a full stomach. The Talmud Yerushalmi explains this as a precaution for another
issur; if we eat when we are hungry, we might become hasty and unintentionally break bones
of the korban, which we are not meant to do. The Rashbam equates this restriction with that of
any other korban; we should eat the korban as a king, with a certain level of dignity that cannot
be upheld when one is hungry.
Rav Kook, however, adds a more spiritual element. He explains that man is made up of sechel
and lev, matters of logic and those matters that are beyond intellectual understanding. The
sechel typically “leads” the emotions, but only for someone who has not brought his soul to
its’ highest heights. But in order to truly reach “kedushat hachaim,” someone needs to train
their heart to lead the way and reach beyond the logical and understandable. The act of eating
afikoman on a full stomach is a completely illogical thing to do; this is not the dessert we know
and love! But it is this act, one that is so out of the realm of sechel, that awakens the soul and
allows our regesh to lead the way.
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In Yachatz, we divide the middle matza into two pieces, and we hide the bigger piece which
will become the afikomen. The Shelah HaKadosh writes that this piece of matza symbolizes
Olam Haba, and the smaller piece symbolizes Olam HaZeh. He shows how all of the halachic
details about the afikomen fit into this symbolism.
We eat the afikomen last, after we are full, because once we reach Olam HaBa we are satiated
from Olam HaZeh; we have finished all we need to do in this world. Only after a long life full
of mitzvos can one reap the reward. We cannot eat anything more after the afikomen because
once a person reaches the next world he can no longer do anything, no mitzvos, no good deeds.
The afikomen must be eaten by chatzos just like life in this world has a time limit— no one
lives forever. After death, there’s no more opportunities to do mitzvos. The Seder, by leading
up to the afikomen, shows us that our life too is goal-focused, aiming on reaching the next
world.
We hide the afikomen because Olam Haba is “tzafun latzadikkim”- hidden for the righteous.
But even though Olam Haba is hard to attain, requiring hard work, it’s not impossible—just
like the afikomen, no matter how well-hidden, is always found. Rav Shimon Schwab adds that
at Tzafun, when we pull out the afikomen, we remind ourselves that even in hard times, when
we only see the imperfections and brokenness of Olam HaZeh, the cracked smaller piece of
matza on the table, that’s not the full story. The other half of the matza, the bigger half, fits our
piece perfectly. Like a puzzle piece, it fills in the cracks to create a shalem. In the next world,
all of our doubts and lack of clarity will be resolved, when the afikomen is brought out from its
hiding place, and we see G-d’s master plan.
Yetzias Mitzrayim established our emunah in Hashem, and Pesach is a holiday built on
inculcating emunah. In the Zohar, matza is called “machla d’mehemnusa” “food of emunah.”
Through eating matza, we reaffirm our belief that the G-d who took us out of slavery to
redemption will do it again in our times. In this way, Tzafun adds another dimension to our
emunah journey—even when all we see is the broken half, we know that one day, the afikomen
will be revealed and all our questions will be answered.
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On the Seder night, Hallel is divided into two distinct sections. Birkat Hamazon stands at the
center of the two, making the separation even more glaring. Why is Hallel split into two parts?
And why does Birkat Hamazon serve as the interruption between the two?
We recite the first portion of Hallel in Maggid, and it relates to our retelling of the story of
Yetziat Mitzrayim. The first brachot focus on our experience there, our shedding of slavery and
its mentality. The second half is said after Birkat Hamazon and is focused more on our daily
lives and development of our religious personalities. The first half of Hallel is an evaluation of
the past and gives the exodus its proper attention. In contrast, the second half places emphasis
on the present and future. The central focus is no longer our former experiences, rather it is
how they can inform our future ones. There is a transition from our retelling of the story, to a
more standard Hallel and praise of G-d.
While there is much discussion regarding the unusual nature of Hallel and the halachic
implications of it being split, there is symbolic meaning in the structure of the end of our
Seder. The pattern of Hallel, interrupted by Birkat Hamazon and then followed by the second
half of Hallel, itself reflects the transformation that we undergo throughout the night. We
move from recounting our lives as slaves, steeped in pain, embarrassment and lowliness,
to acknowledging our newfound freedom, majesty and greatness. Perhaps Hallel was split
intentionally, to highlight two opposing themes. Birkat Hamazon then serves as the turning
point and connection between them. It symbolizes the shift in the nature of our seder and is
meant to represent our transition from remembering the past to looking towards the future. It
asks of us to stop and acknowledge not only what the Jewish people experienced in Mitzrayim,
but the implications that the experience holds for us today.
In Birkat Hamazon, we praise G-d for sustaining and satisfying us with food and with Torah,
showing compassion and care for His creatures. We thank G-d for giving us the land of Israel
and anticipate the redemption in which we will all return. There is recognition that He supported
us in Egypt, but emphasis is placed on the future and G-d’s continued support. We speak of His
mercy and our hope it continues, as well as our unique privilege of having a relationship with
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Him. Birkat Hamazon asks us to focus on the present moment, to better appreciate what G-d
has given us. It also draws our attention to the future and to the next part of Hallel.
The second half of Hallel places emphasis on our daily lives and development of our spiritual
personalities and relationship with G-d. We have a daily obligation to remember our exodus
from Egypt, but it fulfills a very different purpose than the beginning of our seder does. It is
more personalized and goal oriented. It is no longer a dwelling on the past, but an expression
that our future will look different because of all that we had experienced.
That is precisely why Birkat Hamazon is placed where it is. It is meant to catch our attention and
lead us to question why it is found in between these two pieces of Hallel. The purpose of Birkat
Hamazon is to cause us to stop, and to become more aware of G-d’s presence around us. It is
to recognize the unbelievable opportunity to build our lives in a land where the religious and
spiritual energy is palpable. We left Mitzrayim because of the great miracles G-d performed.
Yet our newfound freedom carries with it a responsibility. We are obligated to integrate our
prior experiences into our way of thinking, to lead spiritual lives moving forward.
We must carry our Yetziat Mitzrayim experience with us and allow it to inform our future
interactions. It could take form as a heightened awareness of G-d’s hand in our lives, an
appreciation for our strong chain of tradition and our mission to uphold it, or a kindness and
sensitivity for those around us who may be suffering. The purpose of Birkat Hamazon is to
remind us that with the end of the seder, comes a shift in our attitudes. We must remember
where we came from, and at the same time shift our perspectives and focus on the future,
allowing the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim to take a new and unique shape in our generation and
generations to come.
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״הודו לה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו״- “Give thanks to the Lord because He is good, for His kindness is
eternal”.
Hallel serves as a notable tefillah that is relevant multiple times during the year. We say
Hallel on Yom Tov as well as Rosh Chodesh. Many questions can arise in relation to these
tefillos-prayers. What is so special about Hallel that it comes up so often in our yearly rituals?
Furthermore, Hallel comes up two times in the Pesach Seder. What is the basis for this unique
occurrence, as every other portion of the seder has a set and singular place? Finally, if Hallel
is said so often throughout the year, why is it necessary to specifically include it in the Pesach
seder, especially two times? To develop an understanding of Hallel’s role throughout the year
as well as in the Seder, we must understand some of the fundamental themes behind the tefillos.
At the Seder, Hallel is divided into two portions. Rav Beinish Ginsberg explains the significance
of this division in his Haggadah Shel Pesach. The first two paragraphs of Hallel are recited
after Maggid, while the rest of the tefillos are recited after the meal in the section of Hallel.
According to many explanations, the first part of Hallel following Magid is focused on thanking
Hashem for the miracles done during yetziat mitzraim - ‘Exodus from Egypt’ , while the latter
part of Hallel is connected to the ‘Redemption out of Kindness’. This idea can be supported by
the order of other tefillos in the seder. Specifically, we recite the tefillah of ‘Shefoch Chamatcha’
‘Pour out your wrath’ prior to the latter part of Hallel. The Gra explains that in the time of the
redemption the sinners will be wiped out before Hashem is able to glorify the ‘Redemption
out of Kindness’. Therefore, we first recite the prayer of ‘Shefoch Chamatcha’ ‘pour out your
wrath’ and only afterwards continue to praise Hashem in regard to the future Geula.
Additionally, the ‘Cup of Eliyahu’ is poured during the latter half of the seder. The Mishna
Bruriah (480:10) comments that we pour this cup to remind ourselves that just as Hashem
saved us in the Exodus from Egypt, He will do so again in the future. Furthermore, the Prophet
Eliyahu will be sent to tell us when these anticipated events are about to occur. Thus, the
latter part of the Seder and the second Hallel seem to be focused on the anticipated Geula redemption.
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However, an additional theme of Hallel is noted as well. The tefillos in the second part of
Hallel seem to focus on everyday gifts from Hashem as opposed to great miracles. The excerpts
 ״הודו לה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו״,בשם ה כי אמילם״,“ ״כל גוים סבבוניAll the nations surrounded me - in
the name of the Lord, as I will chop them off” and “Give thanks to the Lord because He is
good, for His kindness is eternal” serve as just two examples which relay the message of
common gifts from G-d. ‘Neshamot’ ‘Soul’, another tefillah included in the second portion of
Hallel, specifically discusses praising G-d for everything he does for us, rather than only for
great miracles. Rav Soloveitchik writes in his commentary on the Seder that Hallel reminds
man of the many acts of kindness that Hashem does for him. Hashem created mankind and
sustains mankind throughout life as well.
We conclude the Seder with Birkat Hamazon ‘Grace after meals’ to acknowledge our gratitude
to G-d. The theme of the second part of Hallel becomes clear. While we must look to the
future miracles of the geulah, concurrently we should strive to appreciate the miracles that
G-d performs for us everyday. The Rambam writes in his commentary at the conclusion of
Parshas Bo that once a Jew appreciates a revealed miracle he will come to understand that all
of nature is controlled by Hashem. Essentially, if Hashem can create great changes in nature,
we must thank him for the typical functioning of our world. By remembering the exodus from
Egypt’ we are able to remind ourselves of Hashem’s power and thus concretize the notion of
his involvement in everyday occurrences as well.
Perhaps this adds to the significance of the division of Hallel into two portions of the Seder.
As the aforementioned states, the first two paragraphs of Hallel at the start of the Seder discuss
the great miracles of the Exodus from Egypt. While it is vital for us to recognize the great
miracles that Hashem performed in Egypt, our Avodah does not end there. First we recognize
G-d’s great miracles of the past and the future. We must use this understanding to establish
that Hashem is capable of anything and everything. Then, to survive the galus and maintain
our connection to G-d in a time without open miracles, we must see the value of the smaller
miracles as well as the role of Hashem in our everyday lives.
This is why Hallel is said in two parts of the seder as well as multiple times throughout the
year. The Seder night reminds us of G-d’s tremendous strength and power and we use Hallel
to praise G-d for his rescuing of our people from slavery. However, at the same time, we
mention Hallel throughout the year as well as at the end of the Seder to remind us of Hashem’s
involvement in our everyday lives. Perhaps through truly inculcating this message into our
everyday lives, we will be able to survive the exile and bring ourselves to a time of open
miracles once again.
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There has been a lot of buzz about the forty day Nishmas Kol Chai challenge which entails
saying the prayer of Nishmas every day for forty consecutive days. I cannot personally tell you
what happens on day forty one but I would like to address why we say Nishmas Kol Chai at the
seder and how it is fitting. In Pesachim it says that there should be an element of “”רישה תכרב
at the seder and Rabbi Yochanan says that the “birchas hashir” is Nishmas Kol Chai (118a). To
understand how Nishmas qualifies as “the blessing of the song” and how it is the perfect praise
to be said during Hallel at the seder let’s delve into the first line of Nishmas.
” תָ ִמיד, מַ לְ ֵכּנּו,ּותרֹומֵ ם זִכְ ְרָך
ְ  וְ רּוחַ ָכּל בָ ּשָ ׂר ְתּפָאֵ ר, ה’ אֱֹלהֵ ינּו,“נִ ְשׁמַ ת ָכּל חַ י ְתּבַ ֵרְך אֶ ת ִש ְׁמָך
Rav Moshe Weinberger makes a distinction between the two words that are used to praise
Hashem. The first term nishmat praises Hashem’s name “Elokeinu” whereas the ruach praises
Hashem’s remembrance. The Gra teaches that the neshama and the ruach represent two levels
of our soul and two levels of our experience as Jews. The ruach is connected to our physical
body and our ability to experience and remember in this world. As humans, the way that we
relate to Hashem in this world is through sensory experience. The ruach’s counterpart, the
neshama, is the purest form of ruchnius. It is completely detached from physicality and our
holiest level of existence. The holiest level of our neshama praises Hashem and His name
of Elokeinu because our purest form always knows that we are only here because Hashem
breathed life into us. Because our ruach level is more in touch with our physical bodies and
physical memories, sometimes we get stuck in our personal experiences without uplifting
them as praise to Hashem. I would like to suggest that at this point of the seder we can switch
over from our usual level of ruach to that of the neshama. We are finished eating and telling
the long journey of the Jews. Now it is time to connect this whole physical experience back to
its purest form. Through the power of hallel may we all be zocheh to use our gift of the ruach
to tap into that of the neshama and experience closeness to Hashem in the ultimate sense.
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For many of us, when we reach this point in the Haggadah, we are falling asleep and can
barely remember the tunes anymore. However, this has always been one of my favorite songs
in the Haggadah. Nirtzah is full of fun and interesting songs, some of which seem to have no
connection to the rest of the Haggadah, like Chad Gad Ya. One way to see the relevance of
these songs is to go through and actually understand what they are talking about. The Arbah
Ofanei Hakodesh gives a line by line interpretation of the song Ki Lo Na’eh Ki Lo Ya’eh.
The Arbah Ofanei HaKodesh states that the overall theme of Ki Lo Na’eh is discussing ways
in which to serve Hashem. When focusing on the first stanza, we see the importance of serving
Hashem through a combination of love and fear. The Arbeh explains that the first line, Adir
B’Melucha, is talking about serving Hashem out of strength in every moment in our lives. This
line also hints to serving Hashem out of Yirah- fear. In the next phrase, Bachur K’Halacha,
Bachur has the same Gematria as Yirah. This also teaches us to serve Hashem out of fear. The
next word, Gedudav, comes from the word Gedud, meaning ‘sinew’. This suggests being close
to Hashem always and connecting with him in a close and direct way, like sinews directly
connected to limbs. Moving on the ‘Chorus’, Yomru Lo, the Arbah Ofanei Hakodesh explains,
are the people who speak to Hashem. The first Lecha, refers to us and how we are not interested
in serving Avodah Zara - we just want to serve Hashem. Next, Lecha U’Lecha together have
the Gematria of Kav, both equaling 106. This ‘Kav’ refers to the Kav HaYashar, a straight
connection to Hashem. ‘HaYashar’ has the same letters as ‘Shira,’ as we want to serve Hashem
through song. Lecha Ki Lecha is explained as follows: We do everything BECAUSE Hashem
is the greatest and we do everything for Him.
Sometimes, when a person reaches this place of Achriyut (responsibility), they recognize how
much responsibility they have for Hashem and can become haughty. Hashem does not exist in
the same world as those who are haughty. One who becomes haughty will be lowered in status.
They will realize how low they are compared to Hashem and how everything in the world is
Hashem’s. Lecha Hashem Hamelucha returns to the concept of Yirah. When we serve Hashem
as ‘Melech’, king, it is the highest level and the furthest from us. Melucha is the highest level
of Yirah. From the phrase Lecha Af Lecha, we are reminded of our Yetzer Hara. When we
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serve Hashem, we should be sending it away. Lastly, Dagul B’Melucha is a combination of
serving Hashem from love and fear. B’Melucha refers to serving Hashem from fear. The word
Dagul is the same language as Gilah, which means happy, so we learn to serve Hashem out
of happiness. Having these two phrases together teaches us to ultimately serve Hashem with
happiness, but to accept his kingship with fear. There is no wrong way to serve Hashem, but
we learn from this commentary the importance of serving Hashem with love and fear.
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If you have made it to this point, congratulations! You have experienced the full cycle of the
Pesach Seder. Although Nirtzah is the last piece of the Seder and it feels like the end, it is
actually the start of something new. As Rabbi Mitch Mandel and Elliot Katz wrote in their Aish
article, “Nirtzah is the moment we begin the cycle of growth again.“
The Seder is not the only cycle relevant to Pesach, rather the cycle of the moon is connected
to Pesach as well. Earth’s moon goes through stages, which is caused by the positioning of
the moon, sun and earth. Pesach begins during the full moon. The moon can teach us a lesson
about our personal growth; one may see this full moon and think that it is an indication that
we can stop working on self-development. However, the message is actually the opposite.
Right after the moon reaches completion it restarts its cycle and in subsequent stages it appears
gradually smaller. The moon works through its stages and achieves completion at the end of
its cycle, but that is just what it is, a cycle. When the moon appears complete, it does not stop
there rather it restarts its cycle of growth.
The moon is not the only cycle relevant to the timing of Pesach, the 4 seasons of the year
teach us a lesson as well. To put these numbers into perspective, the world was created 5,780
years ago, there are 12 months in a year, and 4 seasons in a year. This means that in each of
the 5,780 years of the World’s existence, the World cycled through each of the 4 seasons, and
each season lasted for only about 3 months. During the long nights of winter, it may feel like
the dreary days of winter will never end. However we know that winter, just like every other
season, lasts only a few months, and although it may seem like the dark days can go on forever
we know that this stage will not last forever and that in only a few months winter will transition
to spring.
The message of the seasons applies to our own personal development. A person who is on a
path of development will naturally encounter rougher patches, and there will be times when
it seems that the hard times will never end. However we know that just as each season has its
prescribed time this hardship too will run its course and it will end.
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Every season starts out gently and gradually rises to its full capacity. Think about winter.
winter does not announce itself with a full-blown winter storm, rather it starts out gently. The
air starts to feel a little chilly, rain starts to fall and eventually and then it works its way up to
windy days and snowfall, climaxing in a full-blown storms and snow days. This idea applies
to our own self-development as well. When we decide to improve an area of our life we are
not expected to reach full capacity immediately after we begin. Rather we have to look at our
growth in the same way the seasons progress, and we have to take it one step at a time.
This concept can also be understood in the context of an individual who wants to start running.
If this person decides that they want to run a marathon it would be ridiculous to start by
running 26.2 miles on day one! They would collapse from exhaustion and would not attempt to
run the marathon on day two. Alternatively, if the individual started by running a mile on day
one, and then two miles the next day, they would gradually work up their ability to run the full
marathon. The same idea applies to one’s spiritual growth. We have to develop ourselves step
by step, because if we push too hard too fast we will not be able to sustain our growth.
Although it may seem like the end, Nirtzah is a reminder of how far we have come and how
much more we can accomplish. As part of Nirtzah we say “L’shana Habah B’Yerushalayim
which translates to “next year in Jerusalem.” In an ideal world we will all be living in Jerusalem,
in our homeland. This prayer to be in Jerusalem next year is another reminder that although we
may be comfortable in our lives now and we feel content with how far we have come, there is
so much more we can strive to accomplish.
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